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Journalists Will Get New Building Monday
WHO’S
In the News
9 9
Retums
Justice Sam Stewart, who visited 
Journalism school during its first 
year, comes to dedication —  read 
“Dedication Exercises,”  page 1.
Auto Accident 
Causes Death 
O f Ex-Student
• * • •
Committeeman
Professor H. G. Merriam is onej 
o f three members on state Rhodes 
committee— read “ State Rhodes,” ) 
page L
* • • •
Publisher
Walter Shaw Was Popular 
While in Attendance 
At University
Walter A. Shaw, 23, former uni­
versity student, died last Tuesday 
after being struck from behind by 
an automobile while he and his 
companion, Darrel Evans, were 
trying to push their stalled ma­
chine o ff the road.
Evans at once rushed Shaw from 
the place o f the accident, a short 
distance east o f Anaconda, to St. 
Ann's hospital in Anaconda, where 
he died early Tuesday morning.
Ernest M. Johnson, driver o f the 
second car, is being held in the 
Deer Lodge county jail while offi­
cers plan an inquest .into Shaw's 
death. Evans states that Johnson's 
car struck Shaw while he was 
pushing on the right rear fender 
o f the car.
Forestry Student
Shaw, a forestry student here, 
left school in 1936 and recently se­
cured a position with the United 
States Conservation service, work­
ing in Deer Lodge.
Widely known, not only among 
forestry students, but in all cor­
ners o f the campus, Shaw had a 
long record o f student activities. 
As a sophomore he was a member 
o f Bear Paw, men's service organi­
zation. During his three years at 
the university, Shaw was a l s o  
made a member o f Masquers for 
his back-stage work in student 
productions.
A  non-fraternity man, he played 
football and basketball for the In­
dependents and managed several 
Barb teams. He was. also an ac­
tive member o f the Independent 
council as well as o f Forestry club 
and Student-Faculty council.
Shaw is survived by his parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. A. Shaw; his grand­
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Col­
well; his sister, Ada, and three 
brothers, Harold, Dick and Stan­
ley. Harold and Dick Shaw are 
both MSU graduates. Stanley is 
a junior here.
NYA Workers 
Earn $7,560.00 
During Quarter
Students Turn In 8,498 Hours 
In Monthly Period; 229 
Persons Employed
State Rhodes 
Examinations 
To Be Given
Two hundred and twenty-nine 
university students did NYA work 
on the campus during the period 
from October 17 to November 16. 
Students earned an average of 
$12.90 during this period.
The total quarterly allotment for 
NYA work at the university 
amounts to $7,560. Allotments for 
the first two periods o f autumn 
quarter amounted to $4,894, leav­
ing a balance o f $2,665.52 for the 
last period from November 17 to 
December 16. The 229 students 
received $2,955.31 for the second 
month's work.
Students worked an average of 
37.1 hours or a total o f 8,498 hours. 
The average rate o f pay for each 
hour was 34.8 cents.
Foresters Begin 
Ball Preparations
Foresters will gather b o u g h s  
during Christmas vacation for For­
esters' ball decorations, it was de­
cided at a meeting o f committee 
heads yesterday.
Chief Push Bill Wagner and As­
sistant Pushes Bob Milodragovich, 
Horace Leithead and John Timm 
appointed the following committee 
chairmen: Eats, Ed Shultz; decora­
tions, Bill Krueger; wood butchers, 
Wesley "Castles; special features, 
Allen Erickson.
Programs and favors, Cliff Pool; 
ticket sales, Norval Bonawitz, fi­
nance, Robert Hanson, Jim Bal­
lard; music, Bill Preuss, Bennie 
Moravetz; checkroom, Bob Stoebe; 
music stand, Sylvester Seiden- 
sticker; tickets, Laurence Osbum- 
sen; ticket sales, Hi Lyman.
Police, Ken Lewis; Ranger's 
Dream, William Johnson; property, 
Oscar Guttormson; publicity, Nor­
ris Quam; signs, Hector LaCasse; 
transportation, A1 Muchmore; din­
ing hall decorations, Bob Jansson; 
lighting, Tom Hood; p a r k i n g ,  
Bruce Newton, and bar, Richard 
Schaertl.
Eight Students Will Take 
Test at Mining City 
December 15
Five Montana State university 
students will go to Butte next 
Wednesday to join three o t h e r  
Montana students in a secondary 
elimination examination b e f o r e  
members o f the Montana Rhodes 
Scholarship committee.
Professor H. G. Merriam, local 
member o f the committee, will stop 
in Butte for the examinations on 
his way to New York on a Christ­
mas vacation business trip. Other 
members of the examining com­
mittee are Dr. Francis A. Thomp­
son, president o f the School of 
Mines, and J. R. Thomas, treasurer 
o f the Montana Power company.
The five university students se­
lected by a faculty committee No­
vember 1 are Bill Giltner, Bill 
Shallenberger, Leroy Purvis, Rob­
ert Clark and Phil Payne. The 
three from other Montana schools 
are Milton D. Chauner, John A. 
Evert, Jr., and Charles Jelinek.
Rhodes scholarship s e e k e r s  
chosen at the Butte examination 
will contend with western district 
scholars at a meet in Spokane De­
cember 20.
Courtesy Talks 
To Be Offered 
Winter Quarter
Four Missoula Business Women 
Will Speak on Hairdressing, 
Clothing and Cosmetics
Mortar board wil sponsor a 
series of informal talks for women 
students next quarter through the 
courtesy o f four Missoula business 
women, Lela Woodgerd, treasurer, 
stated today. The talks will deal 
with subjects interesting to wom­
en, such as cosmetics, clothing and 
hairdressing.
The series o f talks will be given 
every other week, beginning the 
second week o f the quarter. This 
will be a regular p a rfb f the Stu­
dent Union winter quarter pro­
gram according to Grace Johnson, 
Student Union manager.
Marg Allen o f Allen's Beauty 
Clinic, last year's president of 
Montana Hairdressers' association, 
will speak on coiffure. She will 
emphasize suitability of types of 
present styles o f hairdressing.
Gladys Lines o f the Missoula 
Drug company will speak on cos­
metics, stressing new trends . in 
makeup.
The third talk, by Mrs. King of 
the King Shop, deals with acces­
sories o f school wear, including 
scarfs and sports wear.
The final speaker, whose subject 
includes afternoon and formal 
wear, has not been selected.
Largest Class in History
Will Graduate Next June
Two Hundred Fifty-nine People Apply for Degrees; 
School of Business Administration Leads 
In Numbers With Fifty-three
Graduation next June will surpass even the record high set 
last year, if the list of senior applications is indicative. The 
list contains 259 names, a jump of 10 per cent over the ap­
proximately two hundred and thirty who had applied at the 
beginning of winter quarter last*----------------------------------------------------
New Union Building Budget 
Shows Two ‘Major Changes
year. This number had decreased H. Barrett, Benjamin Elwood Berg, 
to 219 at the time o f graduation. Jr., Joe Boileau, Jr., Mary Jane 
The school o f business adminis- Browne, Fred G. Bruce, Mary Ann 
tration again leads in numbers, 531 Burton, Dorothy R. Campbell, Mil- 
applying for degrees. Law is sec-1 drea A. Carlson, Jean Taylor Car- 
ond with 33, forestry third with roll, Ada Elizabeth Decker, George 
30 and journalism fourth with 18. | J. Dignan, Kenneth James Dugan, 
Seniors who have applied to John Leslie Elliott, Virginia Flana- 
date, together with their majors, [gan.
O. S. Warden, publisher o f the 
Great Falls Tribune, comes to Mis­
soula for dedication— read “ Dedi­
cation Exercises,”  page 1.
Informalist
Voodgerd, Missoula, states 
informal talks are sched- 
Co-eds —  read "Courtesy 
>age 1.
Student Organizations Will Pay Bookkeeping Charges 
To General Office; Interest Transfer 
Is Reduced by One-fifth 
—____________
Approval of an operation budget for 1937-38 similar in 
many respects to actual income and expenses for last year,! 
was given by the Student Union executive committee last! 
Thursday. Grace Johnson, Student Union manager; Kirk 
Badgley, university auditor; Paul*- 
Bischoff, chairman o f the com­
mittee, and Mrs. Maple Holmquist, 
bookkeeper, wrote the budget.
Two major changes from last 
year are shown in the budget. Stu­
dent organizations —  mainly ASM 
SU—this year will pay the Student 
Union office rather than paying 
individually for bookkeeping. Ex­
tra bookkeepers account for most 
o f the 40 per cent increase in Stu­
dent Union salaries and wages.
The other change is the reduction 
in the transfer for interest on in­
debtedness to the government from 
$10,000 to $8,000.
The budget estimates that in­
come this year will be $18,804.50; 
last year it was $18,043.87. Ex­
penses M il probably amount to 
$10,900.89; last year they amounted 
to $8,043.87. Expenses are exclu­
sive o f the $8,000 and $10,000 
transfers to the interest and sink­
ing fund, for which the surplus is 
used. The interest and bond re­
tirement amounts to between thir­
teen and fourteen thousand dol­
lars a year. The increase between 
expenses last year and this is the 
result o f employing a full-time 
manager, Miss Johnson, and night
are:
Botany
Roland F. Dickman, Duard R. 
Hudson and Edwin W. Stein. 
Business Administration 
William Bray Ahders, Virginia
clerk, Harold Bartley, who replace 
Kirk Badgley, whose services were 
given without charge to the Union 
building, and Alem LaBar, part- 
time student manager.
Union Supports Self
The Student Union supports it­
self, deriving its income from rent­
als, from sponsored programs and 
from the $1.67 Student Union fee 
charged each quarter.
Last year major income items 
were student fees, $10,153.83; rent­
als (store, theater, ballrooms, 
sound system, music practice roms, 
meeting rooms, kitchen and dishes) 
$6,264.86, and sponsored programs 
$1,625.18. Major expense items 
were salaries and wages, $3,922.51; 
general supplies and expense, $1,- 
871.19; sponsored programs, $1,- 
249.68, and new equipment and 
repairs, $1,419.32.
In addition the building must 
pay off $203,000 bonded indebted­
ness to the government. The Stu­
dent Union has paid off bonds un­
til 1941 with money from student 
fees collected before construction 
o f the building, and with extra 
federal grants. If possible, more 
money will be paid this year in 
order to reduce interest.
Drama Head 
Receives Bid 
For M eeting
Harrington Gets Invitation 
To Address Conclave 
Next February
Donal Harrington, director of 
dramatics, was recently invited by 
Glen Hughes, head of the division 
of drama at the University of 
Washington, to speak at the North­
west Theater conference February 
17, 18 and 19.
“ I hope that arrangements can 
be made so that I shall be able to 
go,”  said Harrington, “particularly 
since Montana was the only im­
portant school not represented at 
the Seattle meeting last year."
This year’s conference, fifth o f 
the series begun by educator-play­
wright Hughes, is sponsored by the 
University o f Washington dra­
matics division. Montana was rep­
resented in the past by former 
director o f dramatics Bernard 
Hewitt.
Baret H. Clark o f New York, 
executive director of the Dramtists 
Play service and leading authority 
on the modem American theater, 
will be the guest speaker o f the 
conference.
James Milton Garrison, Phyllis 
Helen Graybill, Jack J. Henley, 
Myrtle Alma Jackson, Phyllis M. 
Jones, Harrison Palmer Kellum, 
Laura Marie Krinbring, Stanley 
W. Lala, Marguerite L. Lawrence, 
Jack Wallace Little, Margaret L. 
Lucy, Margaret Jane Lyons, Leo M. 
McClain, Olive B. McLeod, Blain 
Wilford Mann, John Weldin Marsh, 
Andy George Mitpon, M a r i a n  
Morse, Grace Louise Nelson, Per­
shing Aloysius Pankey, Lyndon 
Selter Parker, James Anthony 
Paulson, Stanley John Petro, Sam­
uel Oakley Raffety, Jack Rose, 
John B. Rossetto, C l a y  r e  A. 
Scearce, Charles Valentine Schu­
ler, Raymond Hyde Scott, Leroy 
Glenn Seymour, Colleen Marcia 
Shaw, Herbert Lawrence Sidler, 
Melvin Ellis Singleton (also eco­
nomics and sociology), Robert F. 
Stone, Robert Van Haur (also eco­
nomics and sociology), L. Stuart 
Volkel, Mark Franklin Waddell 
and Helen Mae Warrington.
Chemistry
Hoy Clifford Cole, Wayne B. Glt- 
chell, Walter R. Westman and Le- 
land Marshall Yates.
Economics and Sociology
Sophronia Beagle, Orline Coats, 
Kathryn Theresa Deegan, Mabelle 
Gibson Gould, Lois J a n e  King, 
Joan Elise Mathews, Dorothy 
Jeanne Mueller (also law), Peter 
J. Murphy, Nannette Shoemaker, 
Melvin Ellis Singleton (also busi­
ness administration), Robert Van 
Haur (also business administra­
tion), James G. Wheaton, Nadipe 
Elizabeth Whitford (also library 
economy), Robert McDonald Whit- 
tinghill and Alice Mae Woodgerd.
English
Ruth Louise Avery, Vina Ruth
( Continued on Pago Four)
To Present Dedication Exercises
To Attract Notables Throughout Montana
Formal Opening Ceremonies Will Pay Tribute to State 
Journalism and School’s Present Position 
In Higher Education
Governor Roy E. Ayers, who will 
present the new Journalism build­
ing to President George Finlay I 
Simmons Monday afternoon.
Anthropologist 
Leaves Today 
For Kentucky
Albert Spaulding Becomes 
Head of Archaeological 
Field Project
Albert C. Spaulding, instructor 
in anthropology and economics, 
will leave today for Owensboro, 
Kentucky, to become supervisor of 
a WPA field project in archaeology 
directed by the University o f Ken­
tucky. His resignation from the 
university will go into effect at the 
end o f this quarter.
“It is necessary that I be in 
Owensboro Monday to begin work 
on excavation o f archaeological 
sites, probably Indian mounds, in 
the region,”  Spaulding said. “Dr. 
W. S. Webb, head of the University 
o f Kentucky anthropology depart­
ment and well-known authority on 
southeastern United States archae­
ology, is in charge."
Spaulding was graduated from 
the university in 1935 with a major 
in economics and sociology. Dur­
ing 1935-36 he was a graduate as­
sistant in the department In the 
summer of 1936 he worked for the 
Milwaukee public museum and the 
University o f Wisconsin on a joint 
project o f Wisconsin mound and 
village site excavations.
He received his master’s degree 
from the University o f Michigan 
in 1937 and came to Montana the 
same year to replace Dr. Harry 
Turney-High, now on leave at Tu- 
lane university, as anthropology 
instructor.
He is the son o f Dean T. C. 
Spaulding of the forestry school.
State educators, veteran newspaper men, alumni and other 
I friends of the school of journalism will converge on Missoula 
Monday to dedicate a $180,000-tribute to Montana journalism 
and the school’s place in higher education. Central figures 
at the formal opening ceremonies at 3:30 P. M. will be Gover­
nor Roy E. Ayers, Dr. George Finlay Simmons, Justice Sam 
Stewart and Dean A. L. Stone.
President Simmons, representing Montana State university,
I will receive the new building from Governor Ayers and in turn 
present it to Dean Stone as the climax of the ceremonies.
During the dedication exercises the building will be locked. 
Immediately following the presentation, Dean Stone will 
open the building for inspection. Members of Theta Sigma 
Phi and Sigma Delta Chi, women’s and men’s journalism fra­
ternities, will direct visitors through the building.
The dedication dinner, with Dean Stone as toastmaster, fol­
lows at 8 o’clock. * Chief speaker will be Justice Sam Stewart, 
who was governor of Montana in 1914, the year in which the 
school of journalism was founded.
——-----------------------------------------------*  Members of the state board of
YIlk Son£ Setting ' e^ucation» meeting in Missoula on
O  • i  r Monday, will attend the dinner. 
To B e  Choir-loft j They are Governor Ayers, Attor-
__________ ney General Harrison Freeboume,
Ruth Reardon, superintendent of 
public institutions; Wallace Bren­
nan, Missoula; Rev. E m m e t t  J. 
Riley, Helena; Carl D. Dorton, 
Glasgow, Reyn Leedom, Billings; 
E. C. Carruth, Havre; W. S. David­
son, Bozeman; George M. Gosman, 
Dillon, and Mrs. Mamie Nance, 
Birney.
The presidents o f the units of 
the Greater University of Montana 
and members o f the State Press 
association will attend.
Faculty members and students 
o f the university are invited to at­
tend the dedication and dinner. 
Reservations for the dinner should 
be made at the executive offices of 
the school o f journalism.
Members of the Grizzly band 
will play at the afternoon exer­
cises.
On a stage setting built to simu­
late a choir-loft, 100 members of 
the University Choral dub, di­
rected by Dean DeLoss Smith, will 
present a seven-part Christmas 
Carol program in the Student Un­
ion theater at 4 o’clock Sunday.
This is the first all-university 
Christmas program and has been 
made possible through the co- 
operation of the Student Union 
and the school o f music for the 
students and townspeople. The 
originators hope that this program 
will be an annual affair.*
The theater and stage will be 
lighted by candelabra. Mrs. De- 
Loss Smith will play part o f the 
accompaniment on the electric or­
gan and part on the piano. Some 
o f the program will be sung a cap- 
pella.
Mavericks Plan 
To Collect Dues 
Winter Quarter
Voluntary Signup at Registration 
Will Finance Entertainment 
For Independents
Maverick dub, independent stu­
dents’ organization, will collect 
winter quarter dues through the 
registrar’s office, James Browning, 
co-president o f the club, announced 
today. Dues will be one dollar.
A list o f  independent university 
students is being compiled and will 
be turned over to the registrar's 
office. Each student will signify 
to the billing clerk if he wishes to 
join the club and will pay dub 
dues when he pays his fees. This 
quarter’s activity tickets will ap­
ply on the winter quarter tickets.
Sodal activities of the dub next 
quarter will include a peanut 
party, funny paper formal, skating 
party, carnival, and skiing party. 
A  dancing exhibition by the De- 
Reas i»  being arranged, and ad­
vanced dancing lessons may be 
given.
Stores Answer Question
Of “ What Shall I  Buy?”
Something different for a Christ­
mas gift—the BIG question is eas­
ily solved by a visit to Missoula 
stores, which are offering the very 
newest merchandise in wide price 
ranges.
Beginning with Dad or Unde—  
why not get him a truly man-sized 
coffee cup—9 cents for a big cup 
and saucer in red or blue attrac­
tive wicker design. If he prides 
himself in keeping fit a good gift 
would be dumb-bells (the wooden 
kind), Indian dubs or boxing 
gloves.
With prospects of a ski run in 
Pattee canyon, stores offer hand­
some, men’s ski suits, as well as 
women’s in plaids or plain colors. 
Or maybe Dad would like inex­
pensive field glasses, which have 
bows to fit over the ears—each 
lense may be adjusted separately— 
$l-$5.
For Music Lovers
If he likes music, shops offer 
record albums containing six rec­
ords for only $6.50. For younger 
members o f the family, harmon­
icas, 25 cents-$3.50; bazookas, 50 
cents; toy flutes and sheet music 
should satisfy a variety o f melodic 
tastes.
Another novelty for a man's gift 
is an ice bag—not for the morning 
after, but to be used for breaking 
ice into small pieces. The set con­
sists of a doth bag, bound in a 
bright color, and a silver hammer 
—  $1.95. Many shoppers favor 
boxed sets o f billfold and key ring 
to match, both with zippers.
For Mother, Sister or the Girl 
Friend—if she knits there is noth­
ing smarter than a new cellophane 
knitting bag, tubular shape in
bright plaids—only $1. Or the new, 
small compact watches —  small 
modernistic watches in cases which 
look like make-up compacts—a 
small tassel at one end to pull out 
the watch, $3.50. Purse docks too 
—round and flat for $2.75, and new 
dripless syrup pitchers are novel 
gifts.
Chromium candles for Mother's 
Christmas table—yes, they are just 
that and they burn. Inside the 
chromium candle is a glass one 
which contains a wick—they will 
last forever and may be had in 
colors or silver, $1.95.
Jewel Season Good
Precious metals and jewels are 
having a big season. In the line o f 
hair ornaments there are gold or 
silver coronets, some with veils; 
Juliet caps o f silver mesh or net, 
trimmed with brilliants or wreaths 
of silver cloth, $1.95 and up. Ham­
mered brass ash trays trimmed 
with colored stones are priced at 
four for $1.25, or jeweled perfume 
bottles at $1 and up.
Any college chum would be de­
lighted with a novel desk set con­
sisting of a small wooden tray con­
taining a fancy ink bottle in the 
center, small books o f clips, tabs, 
etc., on each side, and a wide 
groove in front to keep pens and 
pencils from rolling o ff the desk.
Then there are the old stand-bys 
in new colors and materials— 
pajamas, ties ($1 special for 
Christmas), bedroom slippers —  
some showing Chinese influence, 
and incidentally, men, there is 
nothing a co-ed likes much better 
than a manicure set in neat zip- 
pered leather case— all prices.
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STUDENT UNION
Much is being said these days about Stu­
dent Union buildings—statements of values, 
comparisons, descriptions and the like— but 
does Montana, possessor of a relatively new 
Student Union, realize fully its worth?
Perhaps if all that has been said about 
our building and others like it could be 
summed up, along with a description of ac­
tivities made possible by it, plus a huge 
volume of personal opinions—and then a 
study of this composite whole made—it 
might be that w6 would fully realize the 
values or lack of values of a Student Union 
building.
Here is what President L. D. Coffman of 
the University of Minnesota so aptly says 
about them:
“Going to college involves far more than 
merely attending classes. Some of the most 
important educational values are acquired 
through participation in the somewhat in­
tangible but nevertheless important round of 
activities that are grouped together under 
the term ‘student life/ An adequate Stu­
dent Union is essential in the development 
of a rich, full-rounded student life..........
“College life is a period of preparation and 
a span of living, perhaps one of the richest. 
Life demands of the graduate, leadership, 
sane fellowship and the creation and living 
of a wholesome culture pattern. The Union 
should lead, direct and avail students of a 
chance to participate in cultural activities 
that will lead him toward wholesome leisure 
time pursuits.”
HAPPY HOLIDAYS?
Be sure you spend your Christmas holi­
days at home and not on the cold slab of a 
morgue because of careless driving. Accord­
ing to statistics from Washington, Montana 
is among the first four states whose death 
rate from automobile accidents exceeds that 
of New York, Pennsylvania and other east­
ern states per 100,000 population.
Out here in the “healthy west” more peo­
ple die of falls and automobile accidents than 
throughout the east. Call it whatever you 
like, but carelessness and zest for speed are 
the main reasons. In 1935, 550 persons were 
killed in.Montana.
Washington’s death list reached 1,603 the 
same year. Oregon’s total was 966; Idaho, 
441; Wyoming, 289 and Montana, 550.
Cut this death rate by driving carefully 
on your way home, keep an eye on your 
speedometer and remember the highway 
speed regulations that are posted along the 
way. Christmas vacation is a holiday but 
does DEATH TAKE A HOLIDAY?
THE GREEN OF IT
Ireland has its education troubles and its 
college students, prove they can be tripped 
up, too.
Dismayed Irish educationists have sud­
denly realized that intensive study of Irish, 
far from making the country Gaelic speak­
ing, has merely resulted in a general fall in 
the standard of higher learning.
One physicians’ college president has de­
clared the standard is now appallingly low.. 
Medical students seem to have scarcely any 
knowledge of the English language and don’t 
know the meanings of the simplest words. 
In recent examinations not a few stumbled 
on the word “opaque” and many thought 
“circumvent” meant a circular hole.
Neither a new or an old wail is the one 
emphasized by Irish instructors who charge 
“ there is no education in Ireland, simply in­
tensive cramming for tests.”
HELP BUY HEALTH
University students are being offered an 
opportunity to aid in one of the most wide­
spread national health campaigns—the sale 
of anti-tuberculosis seals.
Twenty years ago people who contracted 
tuberculosis had almost no chance for re­
covery. In addition they unknowingly spread 
the very infectious disease to other members 
of the family. It. was a hopeless outlook for 
the victim in those days—he was almost cer­
tainly doomed to a lingering death.
The disease is still a dreaded one, but the 
outlook is far from hopeless if detected in 
the early stages.
The campaign of education in preventive 
measures, tests, treatment and cure has been 
persistently carried on year after year by 
anti-tuberculosis associations throughout the 
country. Their chief source of funds has 
been the sale of penny seals—ten, twenty, a 
hundred or more but generally small 
amounts.
Students should take more interest in this 
project now than ever before because it is 
from their number that the largest percent­
age of victims has come in the last few years. 
The dangerous age is 18 to 25, and the most 
deaths from tuberculosis occur among young 
people.
Fund's from the 1937 campaign in Missoula 
will be used for testing students of high 
school age, and for follow-up work with in­
fected persons. Seals are on sale in Main 
hall and the student store—it is an opportu­
nity to help in a good cause.
^SOCIETY.
Friday, December 10
Kappa Kappa Gamma------Formal
Delta Gam m a___________ Formal
Saturday, December 11 
Sigma N u _______________ Formal
Fall quarter ends—the social 
calendar closes—finals begin.
It has been a busy season, with 
the annual all-school dances and 
traditional parties of the various 
organizations. The clubs on the 
campus have been unusually ac­
tive.
A  successful quarter is finished, 
but we may look forward to two 
more which promise to be as in­
teresting.
SUPPORT SUPPORTERS
Today’s edifion of the Kaimin, last one of 
the quarter, is a special edition—for the dedi­
cation of the new Journalism building.
This edition is larger in all respects—in­
cluding advertising. It reflects the loyalty of 
local advertisers. These advertisers have in 
a way made possible this large special edi­
tion.
Why not make a special attempt to notice 
all the advertisements—and remember them 
when you go down town to buy?
ENTERTAINMENT CALENDAR
FOR THE W EEK AT YOUR
FOX THEATERS
BEG INN ING  SUNDAY
At the W IL M A -
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday—“ The Awful Truth,”  starring 
Irene Dunne and Cary Grant. A  Musical and the News.
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday —  “ Conquest,” 
starring Greta Garbo and Charles Boyer. Plus “Love on 
Toast,”  starring John Payne and Stella Ardler. News.
At the RIALTO—
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday—“ Thoroughbreds Don’t Cry,” 
starring Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland. Plus “ Sh! The 
Octopus,”  starring Hugh Herbert and Allen Jenkins. Also 
News.
Wednesday—“A  Girl With Ideas,”  starring Wendie Barrie 
and Walter Pidgeon. Selected Short Subjects.
Thursday, Friday, Saturday—“ Night Club Scandal,”  star­
ring Charles Bickford and John Barrymore. Plus “Black 
Aces,”  starring Buck Jones. Added Saturday matinee only, 
last episode o f “ Ace Drummond” serial.
At the LIBERTY—
Sunday, Monday—“ Broadway Melody of 1938,”  starring 
Eleanor Powell and Robert Taylor. Plus “Bulldog Drum­
mond Comes Back,”  starring John Barrymore and Louise 
Campbell.
Tuesday, Wednesday—“ On Such a Night,”  starring Ros- 
coe Karns and Karen Morley. Plus “ Slim,”  starring Pat 
O’Brien and Henry Fonda.
Thursday, Friday—“ Life of Emile Zola,”  starring Paul 
Muni and Gale Sunderguard. Plus “ Somebody’s Baby,” star­
ring Patsy Kelly and Robert Armstrong.
Saturday—“ Escape by Night,”  starring William Ball and 
Anne Nagel. Plus “ Devil’s Playground,”  starring Dolores 
Del Rio and Richard Dix.
Dr. W. G. Browman of the Uni- 
verstiy of Chicago will discuss 
“Light and Certain Cyclic Phe­
nomena in Mammals”  at a meeting 
o f the Author’s club tomorrow in 
the Student Union.
R O X Y
Tonight
“Trail of the 
Lonesome Pine”
—  Also —
MARCH OF TIME 
NEWS
Wednesday and Thursday
“Talent Scout”
With
JEANNE MADDEN 
DONALD WOODS
—  Also —
“Wine, Women 
and H orses”
With
BARTON MACLANE 
ANN SHERIDAN
Friday and Saturday
“Mighty Treve”
With
NOAH BEERY, JR. 
BARBARA REED 
—  Also —
“Hittin’ the Trail”
With
TEX RITTER
Alumnae, actives and pledges of 
the various sororities will hold 
their annual Christmas parties 
Sunday afternoon and evening. 
Kappa Delta has invited the chil­
dren of the alumnae and the 
Mothers’ club. Delta Delta Delta 
will have a taffy pull.
Ramona Stevens, Ronan, was a 
Wednesday dinner guest of Delta 
Gamma.
Kappa Kappa Gamma enter­
tained the pledges of the group at 
dinner Tuesday night.
Mrs. Reidell, Missoula, was a 
Tuesday luncheon guest o f Delta 
Gamma.
Chaperones for the Sigma Nu 
formal dance to be held Saturday 
night in the Gold room are Presi­
dent and Mrs. George Finlay Sim­
mons, Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Severy, 
Dr. and Mrs. W. P. Clark and 
Mrs. Alex Peterson.
Gordon Hoven, ’37, now work­
ing in Great Falls, was a guest of 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Monday and 
Tuesday.
Sigma Phi Epsilon announces 
the pledging o f George McGlum- 
phy, Anaconda.
Mrs. Ralph Hanna, alumna ad­
visor, and daughter Ruth Frances 
were Wednesday night dinner 
guests o f Delta Delta Delta.
Wednesday night dinner guests 
at Corbin hall were Billie Bruck- 
hauser, Alberta Flatten, Peggy 
Carrigan, Grace Johnson and 
Margaret Sugg.
E X H U M E D
Prepared especially for this is­
sue, today’s column Is really EX­
HUMED, as it is the work of 
Kaimin columnists from 1898 to 
1935. It is a solemn realization to 
think that this column will never 
rise to the heights of “ The Hud-j 
die,”  but will probably be just as 
dull as most of the rest to the 
reader of 1948.
drop-the-handkerchief.
Give me freedom—or military 
training.
At first, all the Kaimin col­
umns were LOCALS:
1898— The foe at Manila, since 
Dewey’s grand dash 
For food all their horses 
have slain.
So now when a Don finds 
a hair in his hash 
He’s bound to remember 
the mane!
Leftovers— 1918 (The US and 
the Kaimin are at war.)
If all the pacifists would study 
international relations . . . the 
complexities of the situations . . . 
they would change their doctrines. 
Just to fight and keep on fight­
ing is far more simple than try­
ing and failing to settle the mat­
ter away from the battlefront.
1901—Basket ball—you bet!
Keep your temper, don’t 
get het!
Keep your hair on, that’s 
right.
Don’t get funny, go in and 
fight!
Communications
(Editor’s note: The Montana
Kaimin opens this column to cam­
pus comment and is not respons­
ible for fact, point of view, decision 
and structure of the communica­
tion. The Kaimin will show no 
partiality regarding publication of 
communications. However, t h e y  
must have been written by either 
members o f the student body or 
members of the university faculty 
and signed by the author. Such 
communications w ill.be published 
unedited in this column.)
ON THE CAMPUS.
1907— I am a football hero; I be­
long to the U. o f M.
All the boys look up to me, 
and 'all the girls—ahem!
1910—Definition: Bigamy—three 
or more hearts that , beat 
as one.
THE GAS JET— 1914 
It’s the best thing you’ve done. 
Glad you like it.
I don’t.
THE SUPERMAN— 1919. 
Beneath the moon he told his love; 
The color left her cheeks,
But on the shoulders o f his coat 
It showed up plain for weeks.
THE GRIST— 1922-1924.
It ain’t hard being poor but it’s 
awfully lonesome. . . . The hard­
est thing about roller-skating is 
the sidewalk. . . . The mile run is 
the case of one dam  fool after an­
other. . . . And when fire broke 
out in the deaf-and-dumb school 
a student broke his thumb yelling 
“Fire!”  . . .  He who laughs last is 
a pro f . . . .  “ I’m a little stiff,”  said 
the dead pigmy.
HOOTS— 1921 
Spring sure puts the school on 
the bum—even the trees are be­
ginning to leave.
Pity the man behind the plough 
He must go home and milk the 
cough
And push the hay back in the 
mough
Before he goes to eat his chough.
fool and his Ford are soon 
started.
’Tis better to have loved and 
lost.
Yes, far better.
THE HELL BOX— 1926 (The Kai­
min met Little Audrey here) 
whatcha say, let’s go hunting 
flowers?
I ain’t lost no flowers.
Never ask a kleptomaniac stu­
dent what he’s taking this year.
HAPPY BULL— 1927 
The difference between a jour­
nalist and a newspaper man is 
that a journalist has to recuperate 
from a college education____Gen­
tlemen -prefer blondes because 
where there’s light there’s heat. 
. . . Does the wind always blow 
this way in Missoula? Naw, half 
the time it blows the other way.
curacy in innuendo. . . . d °  y °u 
wisecrack the waiter or do you 
think of the fast ones on the way 
home?
Men seldom make passes
At Girls who wear glasses.
Patronize Kaimin Advertisers
R a d i o  R e p a ir in g
Tubes Tested Free
NORTHWEST RADIO
128 E. Bdway. Phone 3733
THE WOODEN INDIAN— 1928. 
Combin’ your hair?
Naw, just got my military 
brushes out for drill.
Even an upright man may have 
his inclinations.
HARD STUFF— 1916.
The art students held another 
of those rip-roaring Bohemian 
functions last week and played
Dear Editor and Students:
Should ROTC be compulsory? 
Personally I believe it should be 
voluntary, and so did 88 out o f 99 
according to the vote taken at the 
ROTC Campus Congress.
If ROTC stays compulsory, we 
shouldn’t criticize Communism or 
Hitlerism, nor should we call this 
Democracy.
“ We have had wars in the past 
and we will have wars in the fu­
ture,”  is a statement made by one 
of our ROTC instructors. Such a 
statement is both erroneous and 
irrational although such propa­
ganda may lead our country once 
more under the spotlight of bar­
barism.
It is unethical because we 
should not be forced to accept 
something regardless o f individual 
ideals, principles, and sincere con­
victions. If this is a government 
by the people and for the people, 
we must not be deprived of the 
right to eliminate compulsory 
ROTC. The faculty should act ac­
cording to public opinion since 
compulsory ROTC will take the 
kernel put of democracy, leaving 
only the shell.
By past experience, in wars, we 
know that we do not benefit, but 
we compensate our ignorance by 
saying we maintained Democracy. 
Yes, many a genius and many a
We
Congratulate 
The University 
on the completion 
of its fine new 
Journalism 
Building
Keene
Fountain Lunch
hero has suffered what is worse 
than Hell could ever be for this 
four-syllable word —  Democracy. 
Maybe it was to end war which is 
doubtful if the instructor’s state­
ment is true.
Students it is you and I who 
will fight future wars. We should 
be vitally interested in making 
ROTC voluntary. One forced or 
compelled to do a thing will show 
no spirit, regardless o f the task, 
and will derive little if any bene­
fit.
We are not going to be of a gul­
lible nature and take everything 
they dish out. Like any red- 
blooded American, I believe in 
Democracy and patriotism, but I 
surely don’t believe in this com­
pulsory Hitlerism of ROTC.
It has been said that the last 
war has made this a better nation 
for this and future generations. 
This is both untrue and absurd. 
Such poor thinking will make our 
nation worse physically,' morally 
and financially. Why should we 
be compelled and subjected to 
such poor reasoning?
Consider these facts and help us 
eliminate compulsory ROTC, and 
“make our University one which is 
supported and governed by the 
students.
Signed, JOE O’DAY.
CHRISTMAS
PORTRAITS
A  solution for the personal 
gift problem—
SEND YOUR 
PHOTOGRAPH 
Comie in today and let us 
tell you about our Christ­
mas specials.
McKay Art Co.
MUSCLE BOUND— 1925.
The height o f tough luck is to 
get rid of halitosis and find you 
aren't popular anyway.. . .  Travel 
in the best circles and you’re 
bound to get dizzy.. . .  Two’s com­
pany, three’s a witness. . . .  A
Congratulations.
To the
School of Journalism 
on its
New Building
Store for Men
We Wish You 
A  MERRY CHRISTMAS
Fashion Club Gleaners
Phone 2661
BALLROOM
LESSONS
For Winter Quarter
Beginners’ course of 8 lessons 
$2.50 •
Intermediate course o f 8 lessons 
$2.50 •
These lessons will be given 
in the Student Union building 
same as Fall quarter. Register 
at Jtudent Union office.
DeRea School of Dancing
210 South Third • Phone 3232
"Last Minute"
Are you looking for just the RIGHT gift for 
her? We have a complete line of Christmas 
gifts at all prices.
ROBES LOUNGING PAJAMAS
HOSIERY HANDKERCHIEFS
PURSES GLOVES BLOUSES 
SWEATERS
THE BIRD— 1929. 
Sophistication is unerring ac-
To the University 
we offer
Congratulations
on its fine 
Neiv 
Building
Not merely because of a 
time honored custom, but 
because of the sincere ap­
preciation of your friend­
ship and valued patronage 
during the past year do we 
send you our sincere wishes 
for a
Merry Christmas
—  and a *—
Happy, Prosperous 
New Year
m
Alima Irauig 
GUtntr atth 
(Eijarm
114 EAST MAIN 
Phones 3185 - 3186
— To the new Journalism Building.
— To You for a Merry Christmas.
— To You for a Happy New Year.
— To you who are receiving gifts from others
that bought them at the
B. 6* H. JE W E LR Y
u
YOUR LAUNDRY’S 
BACK”...
Whether jt's sent collect or prepaid, 
your laundry always arrives quickly, 
safely, By Railway Express—the favorite 
laundry route of generatfbns of college 
men and women. Low rates. No added 
charge for pick-up and delivery— just 
phone nearest Railway Express office.
123 E. Front St. Phone 2547 
Depot Office: Northern Pacific Depot 
Phone 2546 Missoula, Mont.
R a i l w a ^ e x p r e s s
N A T I O N - W I D E  R A I L - A I R  S E R V I C E
General Robert E. Lee Leads Fight
For College Instruction in Journalism
.. completion of the journalism building lies a
1 « * « *  kack *° 1789, when the first discussion of the ad- 
visa uity of having college-trained editors in charge of news-' 
papens brought a flood of disapproval. John Ward Fenno of
o f The Gazette o f the U n i t e d ^ — -______________________________
States called the newspapers of 
that day the “ most base, false, ser­
vile and venal publications that 
ever polluted society.”  It was he 
who suggested that the evil might 
be removed by the appointment of 
college-trained editors.
These conditions existed until 
1869, when the first tangible rem­
edy for the “tabloid disease”  was 
proposed by Robert E. Lee, com­
mander o f the Confederate forces 
during the Civil war. As presi­
dent o f Washington college, later 
Washington and Lee university, he 
shocked his colleagues and the edi­
tors o f his day when he asked his 
board o f trustees to provide in­
struction in newspaper technique.
Under his leadership the first 
rather meager course in journalism 
was begun at Washington college.
Students Do Shop Work
The dose relationship between 
the editor’s chair and the printing 
office was still in evidence in 1869, 
and can be seen dearly in the cur­
riculum o f journalism at Washing­
ton college. Students’ time was 
divided almost equally between 
news writing and shop work.
Indirect pressure brought to bear 
by opponents b f formal journalism 
education caused the demise o f the 
Washington and Lee experiment 
in 1878. Eleven years ago jour­
nalism instruction was revived at 
Washington and Lee university in 
the Lee Memorial School o f Jour­
nalism, with Roscoe B. Ellard in 
charge. Edward B. Dugan, Mon­
tana School o f Journalism faculty 
member, is working on his M. A. 
thesis under EUard’s guidance.
The idea o f formal journalism
education continued to arouse in 
terest and debate wherever the i 
subject was mentioned . Close ob­
servers o f the controversy saw a 
gradual accumulation o f editorial 
sentiment on the side o f college 
training. Soon courses in jour­
nalism were added to college curri­
cula.
Famed School Stands 
To David Russell McAnally, for­
mer head o f the University o f Mis­
souri School o f English, goes the 
honor o f offering the first course 
in journalism at Missouri in 1878. 
Establishment of initial courses led 
to the founding o f the first school 
o f journalism in the United States I
Co-eds Establish 
Theta Sigma Phi 
32 Y ea rs Ago
Nine women active in university 
journalism and English organized 
the Scribblers’ club in the fall of 
1914. It existed “sub-rosa”  until 
the spring o f 1915.
In November, 1915, these same 
women petitioned Theta Sigma 
Phi, national honorary journalism 
fraternity for women, and on April 
8, 1916, Kappa chapter was form­
ally installed. Present at the cere­
monies were Helen Ross, grand 
president, and one o f the founders 
of the national fraternity, who had 
taken her freshman work at the 
University of Montana, and Beryl 
Dill, national organizer.
The first officers of Kappa were 
Carol O’Donnel, president and his­
torian; Marion Fergus, vice-presi­
dent and treasurer; Virginia Nuck- 
1 oils, secretary and keeper o f the
The Building Begins
OUR
CONGRATULATIONS
—  To —
Dean Stone and His 
Assistants
On the Wonderful New 
Journalism Home
And say, Dean, we must go 
back to the time when you were 
the representative o f the Ana­
conda Standard, the biggest 
selling paper in Missoula, which 
arrived here on the Copper City 
Limited at 1 P. M. each day, 
and your office was in the back 
end o f the Daly Block, facing 
Higgins Avenue, and a bunch 
o f chairs always set on the side­
walk with Frank, Joe or Jim­
mie occupying, t i l t e d  back 
against the granite w all,‘ these 
gentlemen either whittling a 
stick or squirting tobacco juice 
across'the 12-foot sidewalk and 
never missing the article aimed 
at. Those days are gone for­
ever—we are glad the new 
method o f collecting and dis­
tributing the news has come— 
but we can’t help but look bade, 
and feel glad we were here 
then, also that we are here now. 
You know who—
^  OFRCI SUPPLY COMPANY
"kVERYTHINC fOR THE OFFICE” 
MISSOULA. MONT.
in 1908.
Important as McAnally’s work I archives. Other charter members 
was to the Missouri School o f Jour- were Katherine Sutherlin, Lillian 
nalism, the • contributions o f the Gassert and Virginia Dixon. Four 
late Dean Walter Williams have o f the six members were on the 
had a greater influence on the honor roll, 
quality o f  American journalism. All of these women had received
After editing various Missouri distinction in English and jour- 
and national newspapers for nearly nalistic work. They had stated in 
a quarter century, Williams in 1908 ( the preamble o f the constitution 
was appointed dean o f the new | of their club that they intended to 
school o f journalism which he “ associate college women journal- 
helped establish. He held this posi- hsts o f unusual ability and per- 
tion until his death three years sonality into a closely organized 
ago. In addition to his deanship, unit 0f  fellowship, to arouse a
Williams was president o f the Uni­
versity o f Missouri after 1930.
Prior to and during his tenure at 
the university, the dean was con­
vinced o f the sotial value o f pro­
fessional training for the news­
paper field. : able character.”
Three years after Josepn John- Their ambitions were similar to 
son founded the Spokane Spokes- those who drew up the national 
man in 1890, he inaugurated the|COQ9Ututi(m of Theta sigma Phi, 
first complete journalism curri-] for in its preamble is stated “The
further interest ip opportunities 
for women in journalism and to 
further an incentive to those wom­
en o f the University o f Montana 
who are majors in journalism to 
do work o f an unusually credit-
culum within an American univer­
sity at the University o f Pennsyl­
vania Wharton School o f Business. 
Western Colleges Follow
purpose o f this fraternity are 
threefold, namely: 1—Uniting in 
the bonds o f good fellowship col­
lege-trained women either en-
Westem colleges soon followed gaging or purposing to engage in 
the lead o f the eastern contem- the profession o f journalism. 2— 
poraries. The University o f Ore- Conferring honor upon women 
gon in 1902 offered its first course who distinguish themselves in 
in newspaper work. North Dakota journalism either as undergrad- 
university, one year later, began uates or professionals. 3— Accom- 
journalism instruction. plishing definite achievements as
Columbia university opened the an organization in the field o f let- 
doors o f its $2,000,000 Pulitzer-en- j ters calculated to raise the stand- 
dowed school o f journalism in 1913,1 ar^ o f journalism, to improve the 
two yeara after the death o f its working conditions for women of 
wealthy donor. the profession and to inspire the
At this time journalism was be-1 individual to greater effort”
ing taught at the Universities of 
Illinois, Wisconsin, Washington, 
Kansas and Iowa State college.
One year after the last brick had 
been laid in the Pulitzer School of 
Journalism at Columbia univer­
sity, Dean A. L. Stone threw back 
the tent flaps to welcome the first I 
15 students registered in the Mon­
tana State University School of 
Journalism.
ENROLLMENT INCREASES 
Students enrolled in the School 
o f Journalism number 158. This 
registration indicates an average 
increase o f seven students per year 
during the 23 years since the 
founding o f the school by Dean 
Stone in 1914.
CONGRATULATIONS
On a Really Fine Building
— From—
ART M AU SAM
Tile and Terrazzo Contractor
From the beginning o f journal­
istic activities on the campus 
women had played an important 
part When the Kaimin was a 
monthly magazine the women edi­
tors had out-numbered the men, 
and there were more women on 
the literary staff. As the Kaimin 
progressed to the Weekly Kaimin, 
published by the incorporated 
University Press dub, and then to 
the Weekly Kaimin published by 
the Associated Students, there 
were always women on the staff.
Margaret Garvin, one o f the 
first pledges, became grand sec­
retary o f Theta Sigma Phi. She 
marired Percy Stone, who was 
once editor o f the Kaimin. Mar­
garet was very active in journal­
ism on the campus and was presi­
dent o f Kappa chapter. She kept 
her enthusiasm for Theta Sig and 
became a national officer, first 
grand secretary and then grand 
president until 1923. Today she is 
associate editor o f Good House­
keeping magazine.
Virginia Nuckolls was at one 
time managing editor o f the 
monthly Kaimin and was editor- 
in-chief for a while. Carol O’Don- 
nel, the first president o f Kappa 
chapter, married Carl Getz, a 
member o f the first school o f jour-
1 ’
CONGRATULATIONS
—  To —
The School o f Journalism
On its fine New Building
We are proud to have had a part in furnishing it.
THE COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
PHONE 2179
Dean Stone turns the first shovelful o f ground 
for excavation of the $180,000 structure on the last 
day in September, 1936.. Excavation and founda- 
tioning o f the building began immediately and was 
completed December, 1936.
“ Bind Students Together”  Is Still Aim 
Of Pi •ess Club After Twenty Years
“To bind together students who are learning their life-work
in the little brown shack in the maples” is still the purpose of
Press club, though it has progressed much in coming from
that “ little brown shack” to the present magnificent new
journalism building. $ -----------------------------------------------------
In almost twenty years since the field trip. The tour now includes
Press club’s founding in 1918 it a visit to the old town of Hellgate,
has kept pace with the growth o f where the first store building in
the school o f journalism. Montana still stands, and to Baron
The night o f January 14,1918, a O’Keefe’s ranch. Dinner is served
group of journalists gathered and at the Forest Service Remount sta-
after seeing the need for a pro- tion and the afternoon includes
fessional dub o f some sort elected { g a m e s  and demonstrations of
Ruth McHaffie temporary p resi- j equipment by the Forest Service.
dent and Margaret Coucher tem- Burly Speaka at p!cnlc
porary secretary. A  committee . . .  , ,a1 Dean Stone night is the result
o f a suggestion by Dean Burly Mil­
ler, who attended a journalism pic­
nic held at Greenough park in the 
spring o f 1919. Dean Miller was 
called to speak and he remarked 
that such an excellent picnic should 
become.an annual affair. This has 
happened and one night during 
spring quarter journalism alumni 
are especially asked to come back
composed o f Henry Lamb, chair­
man; Esther Jacobson, Inez More- 
hous and Evelyn McLeod was ap­
pointed to draw up a constitution 
and present it for adoption by the 
du b at its next meeting.
January 21, 1918, that meeting: 
was held and the proposed const!- ( 
tution was accepted, making that! 
the first meeting o f the Montana 
State university Press dub. Per­
manent officers— Ruth M cHaffie,‘ 
president; Evelyn McLeod, vice- 
president; Seymour Gorsline, sec­
retary, and Glen Chaffin, treasurer 
—were elected. Meetings were to 
be held every other Wednesday 
night—a custom that is still ob­
served.
First Banquet in 1919
In February, 1919, the first an­
nual Press dub banquet was held, 
though that year and for some 
time thereafter it was called a 
Gridiron dinner or feast. It was 
held in the Florence hotel and 
memorable items were the first is­
sue o f the “ Incinerator”  and the 
linotype slugs that were used for 
tickets. These two traditions have 
been kept alive by Press dubbers I 
through the years and are still an 
honored part of the banquet, which 
has been held at the Anaconda 
Copper Mining company’s mess 
hall in Bonner during recent years.
Some years ago, as part o f his 
elements o f journalism course, 
Dean Stone each spring conducted 
his freshman class on a day’s tour 
o f Western Montana historic spots. 
Upperdass men soon began to 
realize the value o f the trip and in 
1932 the tour became Press dub
nalism faculty—in the days when 
the Dean and Mr. Getz were the 
school o f journalism. It was Mr. 
Getz who aided in organizing Phi 
chapter o f Sigma Delta Chi, men’s 
international journalistic frater­
nity, here and who interested the 
Scribblers in the national frater­
nity for women.
Banner year for Kappa was 
1930-31, when the “30”  Service 
was begun as one means o f pro­
viding an income for the chapter. 
The service Includes the writing 
o f papers on any subject for dub 
programs, school affairs and indi­
viduals who do not have the re­
search facilities o f a large library.
The first Matrix Honor Table 
was held in 1932. It is a tradition 
o f the national organization. Kap­
pa chapter, with a small member­
ship and very limited financial 
resources had never before found 
it possible to hold the Matrix 
Table.
Between 1933 and 1935 Theta 
Sigs were editors o f the Sentinel. 
In 1933 Mary Woody was editor 
and Kathleen Harrigan was busi­
ness manager. In 1934 Mearl 
Freeman was editor adn Fay Nim- 
bar was business manager. In 
1935 Donna Hoover was named 
editorvof the Sentinel. Donna is 
now alumna advisor o f the active 
chapter and secretary to Dr. Hous- 
man.
School’s History 
Shows Athletes 
Among Students
Twenty-two years ago Montana 
S t a t e  university’s journalism 
school produced its first Grizzly 
athlete, Hubrey H. Clapper. Since 
that time 53 Grizzlies have 
“boomed” through the doors of 
the “Shack.”
Of these Grizzly greats, "Wild 
Bill”  Kelly, Russ Sweet, Clarence 
Coyle, Lawrence Higbee, John 
Shaffer, Ralph Stowe, Andrew 
Cogswell, Curtis A. Brittenham 
and Danta C. Hanson were par­
ticularly outstanding. Forty-six 
others have carved or are hewing 
individual niches in Montana State 
university’s hall o f fame. Jour­
nalism athletes have done their 
part, whether it was on the track, 
gridiron, diamond or on the hard­
wood floor.
This year the university’s jour­
nalism school placed on D om - 
blaser field Paul Szakash, Roland 
Lundberg and John Dolan, all of 
whom played on the regular foot­
ball eleven. Also willing to go 
into the game at any time were 
Frank Smith, Art Peterson and 
Jack Hoon. All six of these men 
will be on the Grizzly squad next 
year.
Silvertip Journalists
Szakash, fullback and signal 
barker for the Montana team, 
came through in fine style. Paul 
missed the 1936 season because of 
an appendectomy. This year his 
passing was accurate, blocking ef­
fective, and his ability to carry the 
mail in the pinches showed power.
Lundberg, blocking back, played 
hard and was on the first list until 
an injury forced him to the bench. 
His ability to pass as well as block 
earned him Fesesnden’s nod when­
ever he was uninjured.
Dolan, end, a fighting Irishman, 
weighed but 169 pounds, yet he 
smashed many enemy plays. 
John’s spirit as proved by his 
playing almost the entire game
and help the school honor Dean 
Stone.
Press club Is governed by an exe­
cutive board of two members from 
each o f the four classes and offi­
cers this year are Earl Martell, 
president; Loraine Coy, vice-presi­
dent; Beverly Knowles, treasurer, 
and Mary Leichner, secretary.
against Gonzaga with a painfully 
bruised hip was remarkable.
Captains o f athletic teams from 
the journalism school were: 
George Scherck, football, 1917; 
John Shaffer, track, 1924; Ralph 
Stowe, baseball, 1925; Clarence 
Coyle, basketball, 1924; Bill Kelly, 
football, 1926, basketball, 1927; 
Russell Sweet, track, 1927; Ben 
Taylor, track, 1935; John Sullivan, 
football, 1935, and Henry Blastic, 
basketball, 1935. Thomas A. Ken- 
nett, captain of the first Grizzly 
football team, in 1898, was busi­
ness manager of the Montana Kai­
min, although the journalism 
school had not been founded at 
that time.
Jones Was Champ 
Another sport in which one 
journalist gained recognition was 
boxing. Deane S. Jones, 1931, 
gained the title of university light­
weight champ and during his
pugilistic career won 30 fights, lost 
two, with four ending in draws. 
He also won the Intercollegiate 
title. Jones is now city editor of 
the Daily Missoulian.
Athletes in the journalism 
school have been many. Since the 
beginning, in 1915, when Hubrey 
Clapper represented the journal­
ism school in football, its march 
has been steady. The contrast in 
buildings and equipment is great, 
but the spirit o f the journalism 
athlete, as well as the athlete him­
self, remains the same. The 
“Shack” has had its share.
KAIMIN REGISTRATION 
Registration in the three regu­
lar classes which are responsible 
for news, editorial and advertising 
for the Montana Kaimin numbers 
32. In advertising, 6; senior copy­
reading and head-writing, 14, sev­
en men, seven women; junior re­
porting, 13 men.
Congratulations
Journalists!
— Your new building is indeed a great 
thing. We wish you the greatest of luck 
while you occupy that symbol of suc­
cess that is yours on the campus. It is 
also the symbol of many years of work 
by Dean Stone and those interested in 
the School of Journalism.
— Your pressroom is new and will be 
up-to-date for many years.
— Indeed, your whole building is new 
and up-to-date and will be for many 
years.
Congratulations From
Missoula Gas and Coke Co.
MissoniAMERCMnm Ca
AChristmas Present 
for Dean A. L. Stone
THE NEW JOURNALISM BUILDING
is a Christmas present for the Dean, and 
the rest o f the staff, and for all the stu­
dents.
— So The MERCANTILE takes this opportunity to 
congratulate Dean Stone for his Christmas present 
and wish him many more, and to congratulate him 
on the service he has done for Montana State Uni­
versity and for the whole community in the many 
years he has devoted himself to journalism.
CONGRATULATIONS
MbsociaMerchwm Ca
/
T HE  M O N T A N A  K A I M I N
Montana’s Journalism Frontier 
Takes Stand in Virginia City
Montana Post Is Started in 1864 by Buchanan, Tilton, 
Dittes and Sanders; Washington Hand Press 
Turns Out First Territorial Paper
In 1805, Lewis and Clark first made known the present 
reaches of the state of Montana. The fur traders opened up 
this section of the country, but the constant aggressions of the 
Indians made civil settlement practically impossible 
covery of gold in 1862 was a lureG- 
potent enough to prevail against
Dis-
all risks and hardships. A  great 
rush to the diggings started and 
eventually led to the influx of 
settlers in Montana.
It was in Virginia City, in Janu­
ary, 1864, that' the beginnings of 
frontier journalism were made 
with the Montana Post on the soil 
which, in May, was to be officially 
the Territory of Montana.
The editor of the first sheet, Wil­
bur F. Sanders, wrote the news 
matter. The press was furnished 
by Ben R. Dittes, who transported 
a small printing outfit by ox team 
from Denver. D. W. Tilton, part­
ner of Dittes, had joined the Pike’s 
Peak rush to Colorado, and after 
a picturesque variety of jobs, in­
cluding printing, had started for 
Virginia City with the small print­
ing press. Tilton and Dittes were 
to be repeatedly associated in 
newspaper ventures, until Dittes 
went into the mercantile business 
in Helena in 1872.
The printer’s devil in this pio­
neering enterprise was John A. 
Creighton, then a leading merchant 
in Virginia City—later to super­
intend the building of the first 
telegraph line into Montana, and 
still later to found Creighton uni­
versity.
When the proof had been cor­
rected and the form made up for 
the press, these three “and a printer 
whose name is now forgotten” 
drank six bottles of champagne 
toasts to the future of journalism 
in Montana.
The first job done by Tilton and 
Dittes was 100 ball invitations for 
J. M. Castner. The price paid for 
the invitations was 25 dollars in 
clean gold dust, or the moderate 
sum of 25 cents each.
The date of the first newspaper 
publication in the Territory of 
Montana is undetermined save in 
the broad l i m i t s  of the word 
“spring.”
First Regular
The Post was the first news­
paper in the territory issued as 
a regular edition. On August 27, 
1864, John Buchanan, publisher 
and proprietor, and Marion M. 
Manner, printer, issued the first 
number o f the Montana Post at 
Virginia City, in Alder gulch. It 
had six columns to the page, was 
21x31 inches in size and was print­
ed on a hand press of the Washing­
ton pattern. Colonel W. F. San­
ders wrote the editorial matter for 
the first issue, including the saluta­
tory, for Buchanan. The Post re­
ceived its name because Colonel 
Sanders, who was asked to name 
the newspaper, was a great ad­
mirer and correspondent of Wil­
liam Cullen Bryant’s New York 
Evening Post. He named the ven­
ture the Montana Post—and as 
such it has passed into history.
In April, 1868, Dittes purchased 
Tilton’s interest in the Post and re­
moved it to Helena. At that time 
the circulation o f the Post was 
2,500 copies, at $7.00 per year. The 
Post soon afterwards became the 
property of a stock company, with 
George M. Pinney as manager, 
Colonel Alex H. Beattie in im­
mediate charge o f the business, 
and Captain James H. Mills as edi­
tor. In May, 1869, it was attached 
for debt.
Printing a Luxury 
The printed word was a luxury. 
The cost of printed matter shipped 
in was sky-high; letters carried a 
postage as high as a dollar. Dance 
tickets could be had at a cost of 
six dollars for a hundred. Such a 
job was the first the Montana Post 
shop put out. The tickets read: 
“ . . . Good for one dance and two 
drinks . . .  one dollar.”
Of course subscriptions to the 
paper could be had for a price; 
“ Five dollars, invariably in ad­
vance . . . ”
From the first it was apparent 
that the newspaper ‘would be a 
success; the miner, the mechanic 
and the merchant would support 
it from the time it carfie off the 
press. For that group of isolated 
human beings, the paper from its 
first issue did just what it prom­
ised: Held the mirror up to its 
immediate world and showed “ the 
very form and fashion of the 
times.”  In the entire region be­
tween the Missouri river at Omaha 
and the lower Columbia there had 
been but 600 to 800 persons in the 
fall o f 1860. There were 10,000 
people in Virginia City alone, in 
1862, less than a year after the 
gold discovery in Alder gulch.
The first real newspaper claims
in Montana were staked between 
the years 1864 and 1867. They 
rank as “firsts”  because they fol­
low the,establishment of the fron­
tier’s first interests—the outstand­
ing gold camps. Two newspapers 
served the camps centered about 
the finds along Grasshopper and 
Alder gulches (Bannack and Vir­
ginia City), .and two were pub­
lished for the miners in the vicinity 
of Last Chance gulch (Helena).
The men who were to work these 
journalistic claims, with the ex­
ception of one, the Rocky Moun­
tain Gazette, came from outside 
the Territory o f Montana. The 
materials were brought in from all 
points of the compass. To estab­
lish the Post (Republican), the 
publishers and proprietors, as has 
b e e n  noted, came from Ohio, 
bought their materials at St. Louis, 
and brought them to Virginia City 
by way of the Missouri river in
1864.
Mills’ Paper
Shortly after the death of the 
Montana Post, James H. Mills es­
tablished 'the New North-West at 
Deer Lodge City;. In July, 1869, 
the first number—a weekly, 24x36 
inches in size-^-was issued. The 
New North-West was a popular 
sheeet in its infancy and has main­
tained its popularity to the present 
time. In 1870-7T, daily editions 
were i s s u e d  during summer 
months. In 1874 the paper was in­
creased in size to 28x42 inches.
During four years of the New 
North-West’s existence, Harry C. 
Kessler and John S. Mills were as­
sociated in its publication. The re­
mainder of the time it has been 
published by James H. Mills, who 
has-been its editor from the day 
it Was founded. As editor of,the 
Montana Post and New North- 
West, Mills has earned the first 
position among Montana journal­
ists.
Norton Was Editor
For a while, Harry J. Norton 
was local editor of the New North- 
West. He has been dead for sev­
eral years and is entitled to a con­
spicuous place on the pages of the 
History of Journalism in Montana. 
He was a practical printer and a 
brilliant writer. He learned his 
trade in Buffalo, New York, and 
conducted a country paper in that 
state. Coming to Montana in 1865, 
he took a pair o f cases on the Mon­
tana Post. After localizing on the 
New North-West in 1869, Norton 
took a position on the Montanian 
at Virginia City.
In 1872 he visited the national 
park and wrote a series of inter­
esting letters on the “Wonders of 
Wonderland.”  Later he had these 
letters printed in book form and 
for admirable descriptive work the 
letters have not been surpassed by 
writers describing Geyserland. His 
book was a literary success, but1 
not financially. Leaving Montana 
he went to Idaho, where he was 
connected with the News at Silver 
City. From Idaho he went to the 
Black Hills, and p u b l i s h e d  a 
pamphlet on the mineral resources 
of that region. Drifting to New 
York City, he and others opened 
a bureau for the sale of mines; but 
a year or two later he wandered to 
Leadville, Colorado, where he be­
came city editor of a daily paper. 
He died of pneumonia in that city. 
Harry J. Norton had many excel­
lent qualities. He was a thorough 
newspaper man and a brilliant 
writer.
First Democratic 
The founding of the first demo­
cratic newspaper in Montana is 
briefly related. In the spring of
1865, Peter Ronan was engaged in 
placer mining in Alder gulch, and 
going up to Virginia City he was 
introduced to Major John P. Bruce, 
a veteran newspaper man from St. 
Joseph, Missouri. The major had 
purchased the old material used in 
printing the Valley Tan, at Salt 
Lake City, and was making ar­
rangements to publish a paper at 
Virginia City.
At the suggestion of Hon. Sam- 
ual Word, John Caplice and Ed 
Cardwell, Mr. Ronan took the posi­
tion of local editor and foreman in 
the Montanian office. When the i 
old material arrived from *Salt 
Lake City it was a mass of “pi,” 
which was straightened out by 
Messrs. Ronan, Morrison and Stan­
ley, all first-class printers. With 
Major John P. Bruce as political 
editor and manager, the party 
flung to the breeze in 1865 the 
‘first democratic newspaper pub­
lished in the Territory o f Mon­
tana.”
Montana Radiator
The Montana Radiator, Helena’s 
first newspaper, was started by T. 
J. Favorite December 16,1865. The 
press and material used for print­
ing the paper were brought to Hel­
ena from Walla Walla on mule 
back, and in order to lighten the 
heavier pack loads for the animals, 
the press uprights were sawed in 
two. The Radiator ceased publi­
cation on October 13,1866.
On the suspension of the Radia­
tor, Robert E. Fisk bought the ma­
terial. The old material was worth 
$500 or $600, but Mr. Fisk paid 
$3,200 in gold dust, then the cur­
rency of the territory. The outfit 
was purchased from the creditors 
of the Radiator, Messrs. Pdznain- 
sky and Bohm. On November 15, 
1866, R. E. Fisk issued the first 
number of the Helena Herald. The 
first issue of the Herald was print­
ed on manilla paper, the only stock 
available in the market at that 
date. In 1868, James W. Whitlatch 
was a partner in the Herald. Dan 
W. and A. J. Fisk became partners 
in its publication. Its founder, 
Robert E. Fisk, is certainly en­
titled to a place in the front rank 
of Montana journalists—a position 
won by years of service.
In the summer of 1866, E. S. Wil­
kinson, Pete Ronan and H. C. Wil­
kinson formed a co-partnership, 
and commenced the publication of 
the Rocky Mountain Gazette at 
Helena. The Gazette put up the 
first steam press ever run in Mon­
tana, and was the first printing 
office in the territory lighted by 
gas. Twice wiped out by fire, the 
Gazette did not resurrect, and the 
Helena Independent took its place.
J. C. Kerley and C. D. Hatha­
way conducted the Helena Inde­
pendent until May, 1870. In March, 
1871, Hugh McQuaid obtained a 
one-fourth interest in the paper. 
In March, 1874, the office o f the 
Rocky Mountain Gazette at Helena 
was destroyed by fire. An offer 
was made to remove the Indepen­
dent from Helena to Deer Lodge, 
which was accepted, and on March 
7, 1874, the last number of the In­
dependent printed at Helena was 
issued.
Pick and Plow
Bozeman, with the Pick and 
Plow, established in 1869 by H. N 
Maguire, was the next printing 
town. L. M. Black came into con­
trol of the Press in 1870, and the 
paper was suspended, but in 1871 
Joseph Wright leased the office for 
the publication of his Avant Cour­
ier. Wright died in December, 1876 
and was succeeded by W. W. Al- 
derson as publisher.
William A. Alderson on January 
30, 1877, purchased the Avant 
Courier office frQm Major John 
P. Bruce. Matt W.'Alderson, for 
a number of years past connected 
with the Courier, learned to stick 
type in the Pick and Plow office 
at Bozeman. He became editor of 
the Courier in August, 1877.
H. T. Brown owned a partner­
ship with Mills and Kessler, and 
commenced the publication of the 
Butte Miner. The first number of 
the Miner was issued on June 1 
1876. The Miner prospered from 
the start and from a tri-weekly be­
came a daily. There were a larger 
number of able newspaper writers 
employed on its columns in capa­
city of editors and local reporters 
among whom are George B. John­
son, John B. Read, Daniel Searles 
John R. Wilson, William Staple- 
ton and others.
Butte Inter-Mountain
The first number o f Butte Inter- 
Mountain was issued on March 1 
1881. It was a strong republican 
paper. Chauncy Barbour was the 
first editor; Professor Lockley suc­
ceeded him, and John B. Read fell 
heir to his position.
The first number of the Rocky 
Mountain Husbandman was issued 
at Diamond City on November 25, 
1875, R. N. Sutherlin editor, and 
W. H. Sutherlin, associate editor.
The River Press was established 
at Fort Benton in 1880 by Williams. 
In July, 1881, Jerry Collins pur­
chased it. River Press was once 
destroyed by fire but makes its 
appearance again.
J. A. Magee, I. H. Morrison and 
W. H. Magee as the Montana Pub­
lishing company, issued the first 
edition of the Missoula and Cedar 
Creek Pioneer, on September 15, 
1871, when it was changed to the 
Missoula Pioneer. Late in Octo­
ber, Joseph Magee announced that 
he had sold the sheet to Major W. 
J. McCormick. Major McCormick 
on November 30, changed the name 
of the paper to The Pioneer. Its 
policies were distinctly democratic.
The Pioneer Purchased
A  little more than a year later 
F. H. Woody bought The Pioneer 
in partnership with T. M. Chis­
holm, and the December 14, 1872, 
issue carries on its nameplate: The
In 1914
Dean A. L. Stone and Justice 
Sam Stewart of Montana. This 
photograph was taken at Stewart’s 
first visit to the Journalism school 
in 1914.
Montana Products 
Dress Up Office
P o n d e r o s a  pine, white pine, 
spruce, fir, larch and birch—those 
are the native Montana woods 
which compose the walls and trim 
of Dean A. L. Stone’s office in the 
new school o f journalism building.
Poors and casings, as well as 
the trim on the glassed-in display 
cases, are in fir. Walls are of ir­
regular widths o f V-joint siding, 
with different woods making strik­
ing contrasts.
Above the wood finish on the 
walls and just below the ceiling, 
the room is encircled with a row 
of full-page mats from every daily 
newspaper in the state, and many 
more from all parts of the country. 
These mats are set in panels in 
order that they may be removed 
or replaced.
The materials used in finishing 
the Dean’s office are indicative of 
two great institutions— the state 
o f Montana and the journalism 
profession. It is to these that the 
Dean has devoted all o f a full life, 
and it is only fitting that his office 
should offer reminiscence o f that 
life and reflect in small measure 
what the dean himself represents 
to all who know him.
School Begins Romatically
W ith W ind and Canvas
Montana Pioneer. On February 
28, 1873, the paper’s name was 
changed to the Weekly Missoulian. 
It was under the same ownership 
but made a political announce­
ment it was an independent news­
paper.
The name did not change from 
then on—but ownership did. On 
July 11, 1873, Chisholm sold his 
interest to F. R. Turk and the pub­
lishers, now Woody and Turk, car­
ried on until the spring o f 1874, 
when, on March 12, Turk, having 
bought Woody’s interest, carried 
on.
Then the Weekly Missoulian was 
changed to Missoulian.
Judge Woody was first editor of 
the Missoulian in 1873. After 
Chauncey Barbour there were sev­
eral changes—Duane and John 
Armstrong, Harrison, Spaulding, 
Lambert Malinelli, George E. Bass 
became publisher and Harry Col­
lins the editor. A. L. Stone, now 
dean o f the school o f journalism, 
was editor of the Missoulian from 
1907 to 1914.
A  sheet of canvas for protection 
against a cold fall morning in 
Montana would not be considered 
sufficient by many students or in­
structors today. And stories might 
be very brief if they had to be 
pounded out by mittened hands on 
a cold typewriter. Yet the Mon­
tana State University School of 
Journalism was started under just 
such circumstances.
When A. L. Stone, editor of the 
Missoulian, left the active news­
paper field to become dean o f a 
school withbut a home, the Mon­
tana School o f Journalism existed 
only in the minds o f university 
officials. They wanted a school 
of journalism, but every building 
on the campus was taxed to its 
capacity. The difficulty was tem­
porarily solved by Fort Missoula, 
which lent several tents.
Dean Stone’s first official act 
was to pitch these tents in front 
of the gymnasium, now the wom­
en’s gymnasium, and announce 
that his school was open to all who 
were hardy enough to a t t e n d  
classes.
Eight Students Enroll
Eight accepted the challenge, and 
were offered a three-year schedule 
including elements o f journalism, 
history and principles o f journal­
ism, editing, editorial writing, cor­
respondence, feature and exchange. 
The senior year curriculum had 
not yet been decided upon.
In spite o f the small school and 
few courses, the dean was not 
idle. He spent all of his spare time 
writing stories about the Montana 
journalism school. Together with 
pictures of the tents, he sent these 
stories to various magazines o f the 
country. One national magazine 
which regularly published a num­
ber o f news pictures, included the 
dean’s tents.
Immediately letters began to 
pour in to S. V. Stewart, then gov­
ernor o f Montana. From all over 
the country, people wanted to 
know why Montana did not provide 
its university students .with class­
rooms. At last the governor wrote 
to Dean Stone, telling him that if 
he would get rid o f those tents, 
something would be done for the 
school o f journalism.
Late in November, an inclosed 
bicycle shed was offered to take 
the place o f the army tents, and 
was willingly accepted. Its thin 
walls, while not affording com­
plete protection against the cold, 
were nevertheless an improve­
ment for the journalists.
Arrangements were soon made 
for the construction of a shack in 
back and to the side o f the old 
science hall, and the journalism 
school was moved into newer quar­
ters.
Move Into “ The Shack”
During the World war Simpkins 
and Marcus Cook halls V e re  con­
structed as barracks by the Stu­
dents’ Army Training corps. These 
buildings having been vacated 
after hostilities had ceased, were 
converted into classrooms. Mar­
cus Cook hall was informally nick­
named the “ Shack”  and from 1921 
to 1937, it sheltered the school of 
journalism. The old building was 
given to the Associated Students 
of Montana State university to be 
used as a co-operative store, but 
went into the discard a year later 
when the building program began 
and the structure had to be moved 
to make room for the forestry 
building.
The old journalism shack now 
stands next to the carpenter shop 
and serves as a storeroom for uni­
versity property.
In 1936 a PWA grant made pos­
sible the construction o f the new 
journalism building, which was
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completed in 1937. During this fall 
the journalists have gradually 
abandoned the old “ Shack”  to the 
forestry school.
During the 23 years that the 
school of journalism has been in 
existence, 11 different assistant in­
structors have served in the shack. 
Carl Getz served from 1914 until 
1916, when Ralph Casey took over 
the assistantship for the next two 
years. Walter Christensen made 
his debut in 1918, then moved 
downtown to edit the New North­
west. A. A. Applegate followed 
him but left to take up work in 
the active field in 1923. Robert L. 
Housman came to the school of 
journalism in that year. Mrs. Ab­
bott, who graduated from the Mon­
tana School of Journalism as Inez 
Morehouse, served from 1929 to 
1932.
Charles Hardy introduced the 
mechanical department in 1930. 
Andy Cogswell, another graduate 
of the school in 1927, returned as 
instructor in 1931. The third Mon­
tana graduate, Albert J. Partoll, 
stayed as instructor for one year, 
1936 to 1937. The fourth graduate 
on the faculty was Howard Hazel* 
baker, also employed in 1936- 
1037. Edward Dugan was the last 
instructor to come to the school of 
journalism, arriving in the fall of 
1937.
Four o f these, Robert L. Hous­
man, Charles Hardy, Andy Cogs­
well and Edward Dugan, are at 
present teaching under Dean Stone. 
Dr. Housman became executive 
head o f the school o f journalism 
in 1936.
Students Purchase Kalinin
In 1912 the Montana Kaimin, 
which made its first appearance 
in 1898 as a publication o f the 
Press club, an organization of uni­
versity students, was purchased 
from that group by the Associated 
Students of Montana State univer­
sity and became the official stu­
dent newspaper.
It was first run independent of 
the school o f journalism, although 
most o f the work was being done by 
journalism majors. Within a year 
the new school had almost entirely 
taken over the publication o f the 
Kaimin. The next year they were 
able to change it from a weekly to 
a semi-weekly paper. Shortly after 
the establishment of the school of 
journalism, an amendment was 
made which required the editor to 
be a journalism major o f  junior 
standing. In the spring of 1926 
this was modified to anyone with 
a year’s experience on the Kaimin. 
Now it is again required that the 
editor be a journalism major.
Before 1930, the copy for the 
Kaimin was written on the cam­
pus and printed down town in the 
Missoulian job rooms. In 1930 the 
necessary machinery was donated 
to the journalism school and es­
tablished on the first floor o f the 
“ Shack.”  Charles Hardy, instruc­
tor in the mechanical department, 
took charge of the transfer. The 
linotypes and press remained there 
until the fall of 1937, when they 
were moved to the first floor o f  the 
new journalism building.
With the coming of Hardy and 
the installation o f the equipment, 
a new course was introduced into 
the curriculum—consisting of the 
mechanics of setting up type.
Course in Rural Journalism
In 1937 a course was established 
in rural journalism, intended to
fit students to take their places on 
small town papers. The present 
curriculum is intended to increase 
the emphasis on the rural journal­
ism and advertising phases, with 
a view to eventually dividing the 
journalism field into three separ­
ate majors. One major would be 
the straight journalism course, an­
other would specialize in rural 
journalism, and the third would 
stress the study o f advertising.
In 1914, the Press club made its 
appearance. This dub, which has 
no connection with the Press club 
of earlier days, is composed o f all 
students majoring in journalism.
On January 19,1915, a group of 
men, majoring in journalism, pre­
sented a petition to the national 
convention of Sigma Delta Chi, 
men’s international journalism fra­
ternity, and were granted a char­
ter. Since that time Sigma Delta 
Chi has been one o f the most ac­
tive professional fraternities on the 
campus. It carries on regular cor­
respondence with state papers and 
does publicity work for the uni­
versity.
In April, 1916, another national
journalism fraternity came into the 
“ Shack”  when the members o f the 
Scribblers’ club successfully peti­
tioned Theta Sigma Phi, national 
women’s journalism fraternity. 
Theta Sigma Phi is active in many 
ways at the university. It assists 
Sigma Delta Chi in its publicity 
correspondence with state papers, 
and carries on a “ 30 service, 
which provides research material 
for a variety o f organizations in 
the state. It publishes annually 
“ Campus Rakings,”  a scandal sheet 
which comes out on Aber day, also 
“Montana Co-eds’ Campus, ’ a 
handbook for freshman women.
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The new Journalism Building reflects 
the progress that all Montana is proud 
of. We hope in the future that more 
projects like this one will come into 
being to add prestige to the school.
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To Dean Stone and the faculty, headed by Dr. R. L. Housman, 
is honor due. Through their untiring efforts has the realisation of 
this new building been possible.
Executive Head of School
Prof
E.B,
-ivaimin sum  rnoios.
Journalism Instructors.
Reflect Wide Experience
Dean Stone’s Long and Impressive Record in Montana 
Heads Varied Background of Faculty; 
Cog3\vell Works in Hawaii
Faculty members of the journalism school are representa­
tive of late nineteenth- and twentieth-century newspaper 
work in four distinct sections of the United States and in 
Hawaii. Headed by Dean Stone’s long and impressive record
in Montana journalism, the faculty ---------------------------------------------
has a composite background o f head o f the mechanical depart­
ment o f the journalism school 
since 1930. Beside supervising the 
shop he has taught a number of 
classes, specializing in typography, 
a class which he is teaching this 
year.
Bom  in Plainview, Minnesota, 
he worked his way through high 
school and night school by part 
and full time work on the Plain- 
view News and the Rochester 
Daily Post and Record. Before 
coming to* Montana he worked on 
papers in Minnesota, Iowa and 
Wisconsin, arriving in Miles City 
in 1908 to work on the Independ­
ent. In 1912 he purchased the 
Belgrade Journal, becoming editor 
and publisher o f that paper.
Later he worked on the Ana­
conda Standard and the Butte 
Miner before coming to Missoula 
in 1917. Working for the Mis- 
soulian a short time, he enlisted as 
a private in the army. During his 
service on the front in France, he 
was promoted to the rank o f ser­
geant in Company D o f the 127th 
infantry. Gassed twice in the war, 
he was released from an army 
hospital in April, 1919.
actual newspaper experiences 
which covers at least ten states in 
widely separated parts of the na­
tion— from New York in the east 
to Oregon in the west, from Mon­
tana and Wisconsin in the north 
to Missouri and Texas in the south 
with the record o f one extending 
to Honolulu, Hawaii.
Dean
Dean Arthur L. Stone, founder 
o f the journalism school, began 
his twenty-third year o f instruct­
ing embryo reporters this fall. 
When the Dean came to the uni­
versity in 1914, he had twenty- 
five years o f newspaper experience 
in Montana.
He received his high school edu­
cation in Spencer, Massachusetts, 
his birthplace, and later attended 
the Worcester Polytechnic Insti­
tute. Serving as a chemistry in­
structor in the institute for a year, 
he came west to Laramie, Wyom­
ing, in 1884 to be field chemist for 
the Union Pacific railway.
Four years later, in 1888, the 
Helena high school secured him 
for its science department, bring­
ing the Dean to Montana to begin 
his long record o f service to the 
state. Moving to Anaconda, he 
was superintendent o f city schools 
there for three years.
Begins Journalistic Career
It was in 1891 that he began his 
journalistic career. Accepting a 
full-time reporting job on the 
Anaconda Standard, he worked 
for that paper until 1907. At that 
time he became editor and busi­
ness manager o f the Daily Mis- 
soulian. For seven years he did 
the work o f three men, writing 
editorials and a column, manag­
ing the business o f the paper and 
writing many news and feature 
stories to supplement the work of 
his staff.
In 1914 he was asked by uni­
versity executives to found a jour­
nalism school here. His struggle, 
which has resulted in the modern, 
new journalism building, is a tra­
dition on the campus. Moving 
from shack to shack and working 
many times under almost impos­
sible conditions, the Dean’s work 
has gained a national reputation 
for the Montana journalism school.
Prof
Dr. Robert L. Housman, member 
o f the teaching staff since 1925, 
came here as, an instructor, was 
made a professor in 1933 and be­
came executive head o f the jour­
nalism school in the fall o f 1936.
Dr. Housman, known as “ P ro f ’ 
to students, first came in contact 
with the newspaper in New York 
City in 1914, working part time on 
a daily there while finishing his 
high school education. From 1920 
to 1922 he worked on the Colum­
bia Daily Missourian, University 
o f Missouri school paper, receiv­
ing his Bachelor o f Journalism de­
gree there in 1922.
Following two years work on 
New York and Missouri papers, 
Prof was awarded the John W. 
Jewell scholarship at Missouri in 
1924 and received his Master of 
Arts degree in 1925. Dean Stone 
selected him in 1925 as an instruc­
tor for the journalism school here.
During a leave o f absence in 
1934 Prof returned to the Univer­
sity o f Missouri and wrote a thesis 
on Montana frontier journalism to 
receive the first Doctor o f Phil­
osophy degree in journalism to be 
awarded in America. His articles 
on early Montana writing have 
been published in national his­
torical journals and in journalism 
research periodicals.
Sarge
Charles W. Hardy has been
In Tribute Dream Climax 
To Be Monday 
At Dedication
Dean A. L  Stone, through whose hopes and plans has this new building been projected.
Returning to Missoula, he was 
employed in turn on the Daily 
Missoulian, the Sentinel and on 
the Daily Northwest. Sarge was 
with the Portland Linotyping com­
pany when he accepted the posi­
tion with the university in the} 
fall o f 1930.
Andy
Andrew C. Cogswell, instructor 
since 1931, was graduated from 
the Montana School of Journal­
ism in 1927. During the summer 
following graduation, Andy man­
aged publicity for the Montana 
State Fair. He became a reporter 
for the Anaconda Standard and in 
a few months accepted a position 
with the Honolulu Star-Bulletin 
in Hawaii.
Upon his return to the main­
land in 1928, he became tele­
graph editor o f the Daily North­
west in Missoula. In the summer 
o f 1929, he wrote publicity for 
Yellowstone National park and in 
the fall of that year started on the 
Montana Standard in Butte as 
assistant city editor.
Leaving the Standard in 1930, 
he wrote for the general education 
bureau o f the Portland Cement as­
sociation o f Chicago for two years, 
joining the journalism staff in 
September, 1931.
Dugan
Edward Dugan is new on the 
journalism faculty this year. Ap­
pointed as an instructor, he is the 
fifth full-time member o f the 
teaching staff.
Dugan attended Hardin-Sim- 
mons university in 1929 and the 
University o f Missouri from 1929 
to 1933, getting his bachelor of 
journalism degree in 1932. He also 
worked at Missouri on his master's 
degree, which he expects to re­
ceive next year.
His record shows that he worked 
for the Columbia Daily Missourian 
from 1930 to 1932 and was gradu­
ate assistant in journalism at the 
University o f Missouri from 1932 
to 1933. He was reporter, adver­
tising man and editor on each of 
three Texas newspapers from 1933 
to 1936. During 1936 and part of 
1937 he was instructor o f jour­
nalism and director o f publicity 
for Hardin-Simmons university at 
Abilene, Texas.
He has done correspondence 
for Associated Press, United Press 
and for the Fort Worth Star-Tele­
gram and Dallas News. He has 
written for the Houston Post and 
Chronicle and for the Wichita 
Falls Record-News.
Shack’s Eminent 
Alumni Recalled 
By Dean Stone
Leaning back in his chair and 
gazing at the colored mats along 
the walls o f his office, Dean Stone 
recalled some o f the graduates 
who left the Shack and entered 
the varied fields open to jour­
nalists.
General Field
There was Jake Miller, '28, now 
art editor o f the Redbook maga­
zine, and who has had experience 
in illustrating for other periodicals. 
The Guthrie brothers, A. B., Jr., 
who graduated in '23, and Charles, 
’25. The first is city editor o f the 
Leader, Lexington, Kentucky, and 
Charles is with the Associated 
Press. Robert T. Fredericks, ’22, 
editor o f the Oklahoma News, 
Oklahoma City, and his classmate, 
Ronald S. Kain, who in 1936 was 
associate editor o f the New Inter­
national Year Book and author of 
several articles for economical and 
political periodicals. Dick Cran­
dall, '25, rotogravure editor of 
the New York Herald-Tribune, 
and another adopted New Yorker, 
Edward Becker, *30, with the 
Chase National bank.
He mentioned Clarence Streit, 
'19, the boy who corresponded with 
his friends on the Kaimin staff 
while he was at the front, and who 
returned for his degree. He has 
been on the foreign staff of the 
New York Times since 1924, sta­
tioned at Geneva since 1930 and 
was president o f the association of 
correspondents there for two years.
Jack Stone, '16, city editor of 
the Chicago Daily Times; Ted 
Ramsey, '23, managing editor of 
the Argus-Leader, Sioux Falls, 
South Dakota, and Dick Davis, '27, 
copy director o f the Mace Adver­
tising agency, Peoria, Illinois.
Two more were Eugene Mac­
Kinnon, 24, chairman o f a special 
committee for the American News­
paper Publishers' association in 
Chicago; Eddie Astle, '32, regional 
chief o f the Resettlement Admin­
istration in Denver.
Press Associations
From the general field he turned 
to the press association men and 
recalled John Curtis, '33, with the 
Associated Press in Santa Fe, New 
| Mexico; Seymour Gorsline, an 
early editor o f the Kaimin, with
CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY 
OF JOURNALISM BUILDING 
IN BRIEF
Research Study 
Ranks Courses
1935
February 15 BUI to erect build- Reporting, Copy Reading, Editorial 
ing introduced in the senate by | Writing Most Popular 
Senator Campbell, Missoula, and | __________
referred to special committee. « ____*. „  _  ___,, . . .r  . , Reporting, copy reading and edi-
February 18—  Bill recommended
^  pfl<rff | torial writing are the most im-
February 22— BUI passed by I P°rtant courses in the nation's
Senate and sent to House. | journalism schools judged from
February 23— Bill referred to the number o f schools offering the
House committee on education. „ __ , __„  . .  . . „  courses, the number requiring
March 2— BUI passed by House ,
and returned to Senate. them lor *raduation and the total
March 3 — Reported correctly hours offered in the subject Re­
enrolled. porting tops the list with 20
March 13—Approved by Gover- schools offering, 16 requiring and
nor Cooney. 181.6 hours being offered, accord-
(During the year from M arch! t
13,1935, to April 8,1936, the proj- in* to a study by Vernon Nash» 
ect was in hands of government secretary o f the Walter Wil- 
officials in Washington, being con- liams Fonudation. 
sidered for approval.) Other popular courses listed by
. Nash are history of journalism, 
the law and the press and some 
I sort of special feature writing. 
Most neglected courses are special 
I advertising and publicity subjects.
Listed by Nash as the courses 
considered most directly to meet 
September 18— Contract let for the requirements of the American
1936
April 8 — Supreme Court de­
clares law which enables State 
Board of Education to handle 
project constitutional.
July 28— Project approved in 
Washington.
foundation and general construe* 
tlon.
Association o f Schools and De­
partments o f Journalism are re-
September 30— Ground broken | porting, copy reading, editorial
by Dean Stone In special cere­
monies.
September 30— Excavation be­
gun.
1937
March 2—Construction begun.
October 16— First occupied by 
journalists.
December 13—Dedication exer­
cises.
writing, history o f journalism, the 
law and the press, feature writing 
and ethics of journalism.
According to the study the aver­
age journalism school offers 20.6 
courses with an average of 3.3 
semester hours in each. Total pro­
fessional journalism hours offered 
are 68, and 120 semester hours 
are required for a degree. Four 
full-time staff members serve on 
the AP in California; W i 1 f r e d  I the Acuity and one part-time man 
Fchlhaber, ’27, night manager o f! sel'ves as instructor. With an aver- 
the AP bureau in Denver; Vernon! a$e annual budget of $17,791.00,
Haugland, ’31, in the Salt Lake *he schools instruct 92 students
City office; Ralph W. Neill, ’25, 1 who use 23 typewriters Only 
capitol correspondent, Olympia,. *our schools have buildings spe- 
Washington, and Frank Brutto, cially equipped to house the 
Chicago. school.
With the United Press are Mel-1 One school offers a bachelor of 
vin Lord, ’27, Sacramento; Edward literature degree, two a bachelor 
Heilman, ’28, manager o f the A ri- science in journalism, and all 
zona bureau, Phoenix. i others either a bachelor of arts in
Montana Publishers journalism or a regular bachelor
Coming back to Montana and °I  arts with a notation on the 
the graduates who publish their d i p l o m a  that the degree was 
own papers, he mentioned Al awarded in journalism.
Erickson, ’31, Dillon Enterprise; Nash completed his study in 
Karl Martinspn, ’28, Jefferson Val- June and submitted it as partial 
ley News, Whitehall; Lyle K. W il- fulfillment of his master’s degree 
Hams,. ’27, Three Forks Herald; retirem ents at the University of 
(Continued on Page Six) ■ Missouri.
Help of Many Friends 
Makes “ New Shack”
A Reality
Twenty-three years o f hoping 
and planning will be brought to 
a gratifying climax with the dedi­
cation o f the new journalism 
building on the university campus. 
More than two decades ago the 
first students enrolled in the 
course which had as its purpose 
“to train reporters.”
Today, graduates o f the Mon­
tana School o f Journalism hold 
many of the positions which news­
paper work provides.
During the 23 years of the 
school's history the idea has been 
cherished that some day the jour­
nalists would have a building o f 
their own. Dean A. L. Stone once 
said, “ I ’ll not believe it’s true un­
til we are in the building and set­
tled.” *
Aid of Friends
Without the aid of the many 
friends who are interested in a 
new building for the journalists, 
there would not have been one. 
Among those aside from the jour­
nalism school who gave much time 
and effort are Senator John L. 
Campbell; Dean T. C. Spaulding, 
chairman of the campus commit­
tee on federal projects; the late 
Dr. C. H. Clapp; President George 
Finlay Simmons; Wallace Bren­
nan; D. A. McKinnon, chairman of 
PWA in Montana; V. H. Walsh, 
fiscal agent o f PWA in Montana; 
members of the State Board of 
Education; members of the Mon­
tana State Press association, and 
Montana alumni in Washington,
D. C.
Senate bill No. 144, introduced 
in 1935 by Senator John L. Camp­
bell o f Missoula, proposed con­
struction o f a journalism building. 
A  bond issue had been voted in 
1930.
Brennan’s Trip
Two years ago Wallace Bren­
nan, resident member o f the State 
Board o f Education, traveled to 
Washington in an effort to estab­
lish contacts which might result 
in securing governmental loans 
and grants for the construction of 
the building. He reported that 
definite progress was made and 
that architects were instructed to 
draw up the final plans and speci­
fications in order that the call for 
bids could be made as soon as the 
project was approved, which was 
expected January 20, 1936.
Dr. R. L. Housman, executive 
head, followed Brennan’s trip with 
an inspection o f eastern schools 
and stopped in Washington to 
check on progress of the project.
Montana dockets for this build­
ing and a proposed chemistry- 
pharmacy project were sent from 
Helena January 14. Horatio B. 
Hackett, assistant administrator 
for PWA, assured authorities that 
they would be examined imme­
diately upon their arrfval in Wash­
ington. Although there were no 
funds available at that time, there 
was sure to be money because 
some previously approved projects 
had been cancelled.
Second Trip
Brennan left January 24 on his 
second trip to Washington. The 
trip was necessitated by word that 
there was to be reallocation of 
some PWA funds. Senator James
E. Murray had telegraphed that 
the journalism project had been 
given final approval by the Helena 
offices, but that it had not been 
placed in the B classification 
which was necessary for the proj­
ect to be eligible for a grant.*-
On January 28, 1*936, Brennan 
discussed the two proposed proj­
ects with President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt, who expressed interest 
in the work being done for educa­
tional institutions by PWA. On 
February 4 it was announced that 
the journalism building was on the 
B list.
(ConUnucd on Page Six)
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New Structure Is Claimed
One of Most Advantageous
With definite classroom space for approximately five hun­
dred students and laboratory space for approximately two 
hundred in addition to office and library rooms, the new jour­
nalism building is claimed to be one of the most advantageous 
campus buildings in the northwest.^
The first floor of the building is 
devoted mainly to the university 
press rooms and the engraving 
and photographic developing and 
printing rooms. A  stock room, 
stereotyping room and wash room 
are part of the press shop. The 
office of Charles Hardy, journalism 
instructor and shop supervisor, 
and those of the economic, socio­
logical and journalistic research 
subsidiary departments and the 
university publicity department 
are on this floor.
Also on the first floor are two 
classrooms, two cloakrooms, men's 
lounge and various supply closets.
Offices of Dean A. L. Stone, Dr. 
R. L^Housman, executive head of
the school, Andrew Cogswell, in­
structor, Kaimin editor and Kai- 
min business manager are located 
on the second floor. One large 
classroom with a horseshoe-type 
table and two smaller classrooms, 
modern journalism library, Kai­
min laboratory room, morgue, 
women’s lounge, circulation de­
partment, men's lavatory and fa­
cilities for future radio work in 
the school complete the second 
floor.
Seats 360
The seating capacity of the audi­
torium on the third floor is 360. 
A  sliding screen on the platform 
has been provided for the show­
ing of slides. Other rooms on this
SAY MERRY CHRISTMAS WITH 
HOME-GROWN FLOWERS
Garden City Floral
Across from Wilma
Good Cheer and
A  MERRY 
CHRISTMAS
HIGHLANDER BEER
Congratulations
- T o  —
MONTANA STATE 
UNIVERSITY
On the completion and dedication of the 
New Journalism Building
Nearly Completed
In late September, students returned to the university to see the “ New Shack” near to completion. 
This photograph taken on September 30 indicates the progress made in construction o f the $180,000 
building during the summer months. The southwest corner of the building on the third floor has no 
windows as may be seen in the photograph. In this corner is the Treasure room, lighted entirely arti­
ficially in order to protect important documents and displays from the rays of the sun.
floor are the offices of Edward 
Dugan, journalism instructor, Dr. 
W. P. Clark of the classical lan­
guages department and Guy Fox, 
instructor in political science.
The university Treasure room, 
spacious advertising rooms, sem­
inar and two other classrooms re­
main on the third floor.
Air Conditioning 
In the small basement is the air 
conditioning equipment, w a t e r  
tank, transformer and incoming 
heating pipe. Tunnels leading 
from the basement go the entire 
length of the building on the east 
and west sides. All of the lighting, 
heating and water pipes have been 
installed along these tunnels.
The building is furnished with 
the most modem equipment.
Lister Typewriter Service
No. 21 Hammond Arcade Phone 2457
Merry
Christmas
Your Student Store takes this op­
portunity to wish you the happiest 
of vacations and to express its ap­
preciation of your business this fall 
quarter.
For economical, convenient Christmas 
shopping, use your
Associated Students7 
Store
Building Contracts 
G o to  Concerns 
Throughout State
Approximately $180,000 o f gov­
ernment and university money 
was spent to construct and equip 
the building which will house the 
journalism students through com­
ing years.
Two years ago active work be­
gan when plans were submitted to 
the government and requests for 
a loan were made. The structure 
is the only campus building in 
which President Roosevelt has 
taken a personal interest.
In the spring o f 1936 a* contract 
was awarded b y  the State Board 
of Education to Fred Dudley, 
Great Falls, for the excavation 
and foundation at $8,939.56. At 
the same time John Hightower, 
Missoula, won the general con­
struction contract which amounted 
to $123,804.
Other Contracts
Electrical work on the building 
was done by the Western Montana 
Electric company, Missoula, for 
$10,532.77. Connecting the press 
equipment was included in the 
purchase of light fixtures and 
lamps.
Missoula Hardware and Plumb­
ing company installed all the 
plumbing and fixtures for $20,791.
These four contracts completed 
the building for which Hugenin
Modern Printing Plant Owes 
Growth to Charles W. Hardy
Equipment of Early 
Printing Days
i n *  has reached an estimated valua- 
Up-tO-Date School Prizes | tion o f twenty-five thousand dol­
lars.
To O. S. Warden o f the Great 
Falls Tribune, J. H. Dickey, busi­
ness manager o f the Butte Daily 
Post, and Joseph Scanlan of the 
Miles City Daily Star goes much 
of the credit for the start and 
steady advancement o f the shop
Parallel with the growth o f the 
School of Journalism has been the 
advancement o f the university 
press since 1930. Under the direc­
tion o f Charles W. Hardy the plant j to its present standard.
When Hardy joined the journal­
ism staff in 1930, the total ma­
chinery with which he had to 
work was an old Model 1 Lino­
type, donated by Warden. This 
early model formed the nucleus 
for contributions from all over 
the state.
The Model 1 Linotype nearly 
collapsed despite repair work by
and DeKay o f Butte and Helena 
were the architects.
Equipment Purchased 
Equipment purchased to furnish 
the building for occupancy cost 
$11,902. The largest proportion o f I 
the total, $4,003, was paid to the 
Northern School Supply Company,
Great Falls; this included tablet _ . .__ . „
, • * , *__i Linotype experts. When the Dailyarm chairs, staright chairs, stools, \ >T__________ ____
desk chairs, book stacks, one map
SIGNS
and
SHOWCARDS
For Campus Affairs
The
Campus Studios
Jack Hogan—Bill Forbis 
Old Students’ Store Building
case, wastebaskets, office desks, 
typewriter tables, special tables 
for staff reporters on the Montana 
Kaimin, drafting tables and pro­
jection tables.
Lucy and Sons, Missoula, were 
paid $2,673 for letter files, card 
files, one storage cabinet, arm 
chairs in the auditorium and the 
projection screens.
The furniture department of the 
Missoula Mercantile Company had 
a $1,351 contract for all the read­
ing tables in the library, office 
tables, lecture tables, office chairs, 
one desk and the third-floor peri­
odical rack and miscellaneous 
equipment.
Typewriters Replaced
Three makes o f typewriters 
have been purchased to replace 
the machines that have been in 
use for many years, both in the 
Kaimin rooms and the offices. 
Underwood Elliott Fisher Com­
pany, Butte, supplied typewriters 
c o s t i n g  $1,033.40. Remington- 
Rand, Incorporated, had a contract 
for $935.50 and the Typewriter 
Supply Company, Missoula, fur­
nished machines amounting to 
$$35.65. I
Periodical racks in the library 
came from the McKee Printing 
Company, Butte, for $490. Docu­
ment files also in the library 
amounted to $205. They were sup­
plied by the Building Equipment 
Specialty Company of Seattle.
Shaw and Bordon, Spokane, fur­
nished one cut cabinet for $165. 
The desk lamps in the various 
offices came from the Tribune 
Printing and Supply Company, 
Great Falls.
A ll equipment contracts were 
handled through the state pur­
chasing agent. Bids were request­
ed in August and immediately 
after the awards were made actual 
furnishing began.
Northwest ceased publication in 
1929, negotiations were begun to 
obtain its Model 5 Linotype. This 
machine was later donated to the 
school.
Prepares for Kaimin 
Thanksgiving day, 1930, Hardy 
went to Butte and brought back a 
truckload o f donated second-hand 
equipment. With the addition o f 
this material he began organizing 
his small plant and getting new
equipment in preparation for the 
task of printing the Kaimin.
Meanwhile, Warden and Dickey 
purchased a Campbell Century 
second-hand press and paid 
freight and installation charges 
from Nebraska.
Early in February, 1931, Earl 
Eddlemon and Milton Adami 
joined Hardy in the work o f mak­
ing an operating newspaper plant 
out of the motley equipment. On 
Friday, February 20, 1931, the 
first Kaimin was published in the 
old Shack. The university news­
paper has not been late or missed 
an issue since. * After spending 
months organizing the equipment, 
Hardy was confined to a hospital 
when the initial Shack issue went 
to press. He has missed two edi­
tions since that time.
The first paper cutter came from 
L. E. Flint, editor and publisher 
o f the Livingston Enterprise. Type 
was donated by Montana publish­
ers, led by Harry Howard o f the 
Bozeman Chronicle and Joseph 
Scanlan of the Miles City Star.
Two Job Presses
W. O. Ensign o f the Silver State 
Post in Deer Lodge presented a 
job press which partially relieved 
the load borne by a job press pre­
viously donated by Warden. From 
the Western Newspaper Union, 
Billings, the school received a 
bench saw.
Among shop equipment still in 
use is a composing stone brought 
into Montana by wagon train for 
use on the Sun River Sun. With 
the removal o f the Sun to Great 
Falls, the stone was used on the 
Great Falls Leader and the Trib­
une. In 1930 when the stone was 
discarded, Dean Stone asked for 
it. Warden complied with the
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Congratulations
. . .  To . . .
DEAN STONE
THE JOURNALISM  FACULTY 
AND STUDENTS
Heating and plumbing in the new Journalism 
building was furnished and fitted by the
Missoula Hardware 
&  Plumbing Co.
228 North Higgins Phone 5390
C H R IS T M A S  C A R D S
Box Assortments, 39c, 49c, 69c, 89c 
Special Package, 12 Cards, 25c
A MERRY CHRISTMAS
Harkness Drug Store
Dean’s request. The wooden mallet 
used in taking Kaimin page-proofs 
was originally part of the equip­
ment o f the old Northwest 15 
years ago.
With recent additions to the 
plant and material added by 
Hardy since 1930, the university 
press compares favorably with 
any newspaper plant in Montana. 
From this modem plant came the 
first Kaimin printed in the new 
building October 5, 1937.
PAPER CONSUMPTION HIGH
Consumption of paper for news­
print in America during 1935 was 
3,311,227 tons. The peak o f con­
sumption was met in 4929 w  en 
3,775,810 tons were utilized.
Walford Electric Co.
244 N. HIGGINS AVE. 
Phone 3566
j Exclusively Electrical
In Sterilized Bottles Is 
the Ideal Drink for 
Your Party
ORDER FROM YOUR DEALER
CO N G RATU LAT IO N S, STU D EN TS! 
Every Friday Night Is University Night
PARK 1% PARK
“ Montana's Finest Tavern*
CLEAN ENTERTAINMENT IN A CLEAN PLACE 
FOR CLEAN PEOPLE
Congratulations
School of Journalism
Prosperize
It’s Better Dry Cleaning
DIAL 2151
Florence Laundry Co.
BARKER BAKERY
JOHN E. 
HIGHTOWER
General Building Contractor
MISSOULA, MONT.
WE SOLICIT YOUR BUSINESS
2 5  Y ea rs’ Experience in Construction
Friday, December 10,1937
Veterans Will Open 
Campaign Tomorrow Against Silver Loafs
Every Member of Squad to Be Ready for Action; 
Captain Cat Thomson, Tiger Joe Mariana 
To Be Paired in Starting Line-up.
Montana’s basketball s q u a d  
opens the season against the fast­
stepping Silver Loaf Bakers of 
Spokane at 8 o’clock tomorrow 
night in the Men’s gym. Coach
Popovich Gets 
“ East-West”  Bid
M i l t o n  Popovich, Montana’s 
brilliant backfield ace, received a 
telegram last night from the Islam 
Temple o f San Francisco asking 
him to play in the annual East- 
West charity football game on 
New Year’s day in San Francisco. 
If Popovich accepts, he will be­
come the first Montana player to 
represent the West since Grizzlies 
Wild Bill Kelly and Russell Sweet 
completed the history-making 
Pass which beat the East all-stars 
back in 1927.
This New Year’s classic, played 
in Kezar Stadium by most o f the 
nation’s outstanding footballers 
who completed their college grid 
careers this season, is for the ben­
efit of crippled children.
Jiggs Da hi berg will start a veteran 
line-up against former WSC and 
Idaho stars.
The Grizzly mentor said yester­
day that every member o f the 
squad will be ready for action.
Captain Cat Thomson, two-year 
veteran, will pair with Tiger Joe 
Mariana, diminutive star o f last 
year’s squad, at forward. Jim 
Seyler, a regular last year, has 
been scoring consistently in pre- 
game scrimmages.
Chaw Miller and Paul Chum- 
rau rate the starting guard berths. 
Both men have had two years of 
varsity experience.
Outstanding Reserves.
Four sophomores and one senior 
will get first call for reserves 
Sunny Sundquist and Barney 
Ryan, members o f last year's 
Golden Cubs will relieve Thom­
son and Mariana.
Art Merrick and Frank Nugent, 
sophomores, w ill be prepared to 
replace Chumrau and Miller.
Either LaRue Smith or Ty Rob­
inson will relieve Seyler at the 
center position. Both Smith and
Sport Shorts
Seasoned Cager
With the roster filled with vet­
erans and newcomers o f ability, 
the Montana Grizzlies open the 
h o o p  season tomorrow night 
against the fast Silver Loaf ag­
gregation from Spokane.
o—o
The Grizzly tossers will be 
playing their first game under 
Jiggs Dahlberg, the Grizzly men­
tor who succeeded Lew Lewan- 
dqwski.
o—o
The team went through several 
stiff workouts the past week to get 
in shape for the opening struggle. 
Most o f the men show fast im­
provement.
o—o
Cat Thomson, captain o f the 
1938 Grizzlies, has returned toj 
form and finds the hoop with lit­
tle trouble. Paul Chumrau, vet­
eran guard, has his push shot 
working again. Push shots by 
Chumrau, veteran guard, have 
started many a rally in the past 
that ended in a Grizzly victory.
Students of M. S. U.
We congratulate you upon the completion 
of your
New Journalism Building
P L A Y M O R
SPORTING
GOODS S H O P
531 SOUTH HIGGINS AVENUE
Happy Holidays
AND BEST WISHES FROM
BARNEY'S
Every Suit-Every Overcoat 
O N  SALE
$35.00 Suits and Overcoats 
Now $28.75
$30.00 Suite and Overcoats 
Now $24.75
$25.00 Suite and Overcoats 
Now $19.75
$22.50 Suite and Overcoats 
Now ■ ... ■, ___ $17.75
$20.00 Suite and Overcoats 
Now ___  _____ $16.00
“ MORE FOR YOUR MONEY at BARNEY’S’
We Are Proud
To congratulate you, the students 
of Montana State  University, 
upon the completion of your fine 
new Journalism Building.
As in the past, our support is al­
ways with the University and its 
student body. We believe in its 
progress, are proud of its past—  
and enthusiastic about its future. 
Montana’s greatest wealth lies in 
its youth— educated in Montana.
H. 0 . BELL CO.
“Watch the Fords Go By”
Robinson have shown great im­
provement in recent scrimmages.
Big Willy Lazetich, still trying 
to wear o ff the effects o f a gruel­
ling grid season, is assuming bas­
ketball condition and will see ac­
tion tomorrow night
Doug Brown, Norris Quam and 
Ed Flynn complete the roster.
Coach Dahlberg’s team will use 
a slow offense combined with 
either a fast break or “set-up”  
shots. The team uses either man- 
to-man or zone defense, depend­
ing upon the opposition's attack.
Silver Loaf Stars.
Bull Holstine, all-coast forward 
from Washington State and Phil 
Schmidt another ex-Cougar star, 
will start at forwards.
Babe Henderson, another WSC 
vet,* holds down center for the 
fast Independent aggregation.
Wally Geraghty, former Idaho 
grid ace, defends the Spokane 
club’s basket
The other guard post is filled 
by Lefty Laveine, also an ex- 
Idahoan. Babe Laveine, brother 
o f Lefty, is utility.
The Silver Loaf Bakery outfit 
is a member o f the fast Spokane 
City league. Other opponents of 
the Bakers this season will be 
Washington State, Idaho, Ellens- 
burg Normal, Cheney Normal and 
Whitworth.
LINEUPS
I Sunny Sundquist continues his 
improvement with every session. 
| Although he lacks the finish and 
experience at present, Sunny 
shows great promise.
o—o
Two other sophomores, Frank 
Nugent and Barney Ryan are 
plenty sharp when it comes to 
playing a fast hard gam.e 
o—o
No doubt Joe Mariana misses 
his former teammate, Tom Tobin, 
when he works his fast passing. 
His size a handicap, Tiger Joe 
plays basketball with the best of 
them.
o—o
Last year’s scorer, Willy Laze­
tich, will be ready for the game 
tomorrow night. Although he is 
likely to see action, Willy has to 
get the football out of his bones 
first. Then the former Copper­
head ace will be set to tackle the 
big ’uns on the coast.
o—o
Jim Seyler, the tall Twin 
Bridges tosser, has the starting 
post at center fairly well in hand. 
Jim has a year o f hard competi­
tion under his belt and should 
do big things this season, 
o—o
LaRue Smith and Ty Robinson, 
lettermcn seniors, show improve­
ment which will get them into 
the game before it is very old.
A  practice session the other 
night proved to much for the old 
hands. The newcomers to the 
squad, aided by several veterans, 
knocked over the seniors 53 to 51.
o—o
Little can be learned about the 
Silver Loafs. From hearsay and 
grapevine, the Spokane quint 
boasts o f many famous college 
stars.
o—o
Here’s lack to J iffs  for his first 
fame. If ability to fet along with 
his men, spirit, drive and knowl- 
edfe of the fame as well as the 
ability to teach it to the material 
has anythinf to do with winning 
basketball teams, Jiggs Dahlberg 
is the man Montana has been 
looking for.
o—o
Two capable replacements, men 
who had shown signs o f promise, 
are lost to the Grizzlies for at least 
the first part o f the season. Dale
Montana 
Thomson fc )
Silver Loafs 
Holstine
Marianh
Forward
Schmidt
Seyler
Forward
. Henderson
Miller
Center
Geraghty
Chumrau _
Guard
Laveine, L.
Guard
May the joy pent up 
in our many gift items 
make the holidays mer­
ry for giver and re­
ceiver alike. Lighten 
your pre-vacation wor­
ries by allowing us to 
suggest suitable gifts. 
When exams and time 
c r o w d —■ let Smith's 
worry about your lists 
for Christmas.
S M I T H
DRUG STORE
Coast Teams 
W ill Continue 
Round Robin
Grizzlies Are Overlooked 
In Schedule Making 
For Next Year
Montana and Idaho universities, 
associate members o f the Pacific 
coast conference again found 
themselves on the outside at the 
e n d  o f the two-day session 
Wednesday in Del Monte.
Coast representatives, in decid­
ing to use the eight-game round 
robin schedule, did not grant Mon­
tana a single game. Idaho sched­
uled three contests.
The Grizzlies, who won seven 
o f eight this fall, will continue on 
their “ own schedule.”  Intersec­
tional games will constitute the 
major part o f  the Montana 1938 
schedule which is virtually com­
plete.
Trying to name a “ high com­
missioner”  o f Pacific coast foot­
ball occupied most o f the dele­
gates’ time. They debated about 
the question, heard a special com­
mittee’s report and then dropped I 
the matter for the year. The spe­
cial committee, o f which Mon­
tana’s Burley Miller is a member, | 
was told to investigate the situa­
tion again and to report next 
year.
Orin Hollingbery, Washington 
State coach, was given a new 
three-year contract. Herb Dana 
was reappointed commissioner of 
officials for 1938.
For a Perfect Pie Crust
We Recommend
DACO LARD
For Sale by All Good Dealers
JOHN R. DAILY, Inc.
115 West Front Street Phone 2181
Board Gives 
Twenty-eight 
Grid Awards
Twenty-three Lettermen 
Will Be Available 
Next Season
Frank Nugent, Miles City; Harry 
Shaffer, Butte; Perry Stenson, 
Kalispell; Emil Tabaracci, Black 
Eagle; Bob Thomally, Chicago, 
and Glenn Van Bramer, Billings.
At the meeting Wednesday 
afternoon Athletic board decided 
to withhold action until next quar­
ter on propositions presented by 
Managers’ club.
Peter Murphy and Norman 
Stortz will be given life member­
ship in Managers’ club by virtue 
of winning varsity M’s.
Chaw MUler, one of the three Anaconda veterans, is ready for his 
third and final hoop season with Montana. Miller will start at guard 
tomorrow night when the Grizzlies battle the Spokane Silver Loafs.
Galles is out with a broken ankle. | 
Kirk Hills is convalescing from 
an appendectomy.
o —o
Freshman basketball candidates 
look like a promising lot. More 
than one man has brought a 
coach’s gleam to Jiggs Dahlberg’s 
twinkling eyes.
o—o
Biff Hall, giant Sioux City lad, 
controls the play o ff both back-1 
boards as well as being a ball 
hawk all the way. He makes 
other big men on the squad look 
like midgets.
o —o
To mention all the good men 
would take too much space. Here 
are a few: Sam Roberts, Jack 
Whitney, Chuck Hastay, Russ 
Booth, R. C. • Rogers, George 
Croonenberghs, George Barker 
and others.
o—o
The following telegram will 
speak for itself.
Milton Popovich, Athletic De­
partment, Montana State Univer­
sity.
Heartiest congratulations on 
completion o f a fine football ca­
reer. Detroit Lions Football Club 
is interested in your playing in 
Detroit next year. Stop. All our 
players are employed in Detroit 
industrial plants. Stop. Anxious 
to know if  you are interested in 
p l a y i n g  professional football. 
Please wire collect.
Detroit National League Foot­
ball Club, Inc.
Intramural swimmers Saw hill 
and King continue to outsplash all 
competition. Tomorrow will wind 
up the league with the Mavericks 
favored for the top spot.
Theta Chi’s Lose 
Fast Tank Meet 
With Mavericks
Phi Delts Win From Sigma Chi’s 
As Sigma Nos Forfeit 
To Slg Ep’s
Theta Chi’s hopes for an unde­
feated swimming record took a 
deep dive last Wednesday. Mav­
erick mermen, last year’s cham­
pions, copped first places in all 
five events and submerged the 
previously undefeated leaders in a 
dual meet 33 to 8. Exceptionally 
fast times were posted by the vic­
tors. Blumfield in the 80-yard free 
style and Olson in the 80-yard 
breast stroke finished far ahead of 
the field.
Phi Delta Theta defeated Sigma 
Chi, 29 to 12, to remain in first 
division standings. Wayne Peter­
son sparked the victory by win­
ning three events. Sigma Nu for­
feited to Sigma Phi Epsilon in the 
other scheduled duel.
The Interfraternity swimming 
meet will finish tomorrow after­
noon, and when all the splashing
(Continued on Pac* Poor)
D uke u n iversity
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, N. C.
Four terms of cloven weeks arc Riven 
each year. These may be taken con­
secutively (graduation in three and 
ono-quarter years) or three terms may 
be taken each year (graduation in four 
yean ). The entrance requirements are 
Intelligence, character and at least two 
years o f college work. Including tho 
subjects specified for Grade A medical 
schools. Catalogues and application 
forma may bo obtained from the Dean.
■ g ig  1 Aj A
• I 11 I M 1
S t A v i c o
Get Ready NOW 
For Those Blizzards 
Out of Hellgate
0 . J. Mueller 
Tire Company
^ e l& p lu m e . u o v b  
Jlokdcuf, (jneetinyi 
tliii ifOG/l OH
Satusiday o* Sunday
Reduced noted, apjxhf. Both tbatfl
Lowest long distance rates will be in 
effect all day Christmas and New Year*i 
day.
Since Sunday follows both holidays this 
year, reduced rates actually begin on 
both Christmas and New fear’s week­
ends at 7 o'clock Friday night and con­
tinue until 4:30 a.m. Monday.
W hole voice would you like to IteaA? 
The Mountain States Tel. & Tel. Company
Twenty-eight letters were grant­
ed Wednesday by Athletic board 
for the 1037 football season. 
Twenty-three of the players given 
awards will be available next year.
In addition to football awards, 
Athletic board granted Norman 
Stortz, varisty football manager,! 
and Peter Murphy, varsity basket- * 
ball manager, major managers’ M 
sweaters. Charles Follman and 
John Kleck were awarded numer­
al weight junior managers’ sweat­
ers.
Seniors granted letters by the 
board are: Captain Milt Popovich, 
Butte; Leonard Noyes, Butte; Joe 
Pomajevich, Missoula; Archie Mc­
Donald, Niadra, and Tom Ged- 
goud, Chicago.
Juniors are: Bobby Beal, Ana­
conda; Doc Brower, Mobridge, 
South Dakota; John Dolan, Hel­
ena; Aldo Forte, Chicago; Fred 
Jenkin, Anaconda; Bill Lazetich, 
Anaconda; Roily Lundberg, Chi­
cago; Bill Matasovic, Chicago; Art 
Peterson, Great Falls; Phil Peter­
son, Kalispell; Tommy Rolston, 
Forsyth; Frank Smith, Chicago; 
Jim Spelman, Anaconda; Paul 
Szakash, Chicago, and Chuck Wil­
liams, Chicago.
Sophomore Lettermen
Men winning their first varsity 
letters are: Jack Hoon, Helena; 
Roger Lundberg, Northwood, Iowa;
Patronize Kaimin Advertisers 
IT PAIS TO LOOK WELL
Rainbow Barber and 
Beauty Parlor
136 Higgins Are. Phone 2442
Hair cutting by Expert and 
Licensed Operators
An Invitation
Instead o f asking you to 
read about the finest Sait 
and Overcoat values in Mis­
soula, we’re asking you to 
come to Dragstedt’s and see 
them. Compare!
DRAGSTEDT'S
“ The Store for Men” 
Opposite N. B. Depot
The Home of Fine Furniture
JENSEN
FURNITURE
135 West Main
Santa Brings 
Gifts to All
We bring invisible soles 
to all
W E
DELIVER
♦ *
| Youngren Shoe 
Shop
THE
WAY TO A M AN’S 
HEART...
Priced from
*5.95 to *18.50
Quality that hell always appreciate 
is assured in such a Rabhor Robe 
asCREPON.by the OUOWTl TESTED 
QUALITY of its distinguished stripe 
fabric Its tailoring, its cut, its col­
ors, are a first choice with men 
everywhere.
a J i e t  facjulxt-
THE STORE FOR MEN 
Geo. T. Howard
Don’t Forget...
»
Mother and Dad’s
CHRISTMAS
make it electrical this year
I. E. S. LAMPS
TOASTERS
COFFEE MAKERS 
WAFFLE IRONS
PERCOLATORS
FOOD MIXERS
See Your Dealer
- O r -
The
Montana Power Co.
THR M O N T A N A  K A I M I N Friday, December 10,1937
Graduating Class 
W ill Be Largest
(Continued on Page Four) 
Bergan, Germaine Lenore Golda 
Corcoran, Beryl Margaret Haight, 
Sarah Elizabeth Holm, Barbara B. 
Krall, Thomas W. Lowe (also fine 
arts), Eleanor Ingrid Miller, Doro­
thea Adele Smiley, LaRue Smith, 
Jr., and Marion L. Van Haur.
Education
A n d r e w  Ludwig Hofmeister, 
Paul Andrew Johnson, Florian 
Joseph Kuhry, James J. O’Connor 
and Sara Jayne Walker.
Fine Arts
Thomas W. Lowe (also English), 
Marguerite Adelaide Polley, Maude 
R. Teegarden and George Mat­
thews White.
Forestry
Melvin Akin, John R. Castles, 
Gene Cox, John Doering, Theodore
While Xmas Shopping
Drop in and see 
Gorgus Hose
Hand embroidered Chinese 
Hankies 
Chic Lingerie
Scarfs—dainty and colorful 
Sweaters—warm and wooly 
Blouses—silk, satin, lace, bro­
cade
Flowers for Madam 
Girdles, Corsets—for a slim 
figure
Washfrocks for Mother or 
'  Daughter
IDA PEARSON
Next to Wilma
Have a Musical Christmas 
—See
Dickinson 
Piano Company
Falacy, Charles Gajan, Welby 
George, James Gervalia, Ralph 
Hansen, Charles Hardy, Burt Hur- 
witz, Robert Jansson, J. William 
Johnson, Horace Jones.
Harry A. Lee, Chalmer Lyman, 
James MacLaren, G e o r g e  Neff, 
William Peterson, Foster Polleyt 
Clifford Pool, William B. Preuss, 
John R. Price, A. Norris Quam, 
Marcus Sheldon, Earl Strubeck, 
William F. Wagner, Billy Watters, 
Ronald Watters and Richard Wil­
liams.
French
Kathryn Albee, Catherine Mary 
Elder, Marjorie Marie Ensteness, 
Ellen La Verne Hill, Lei a M. Hoff- 
stot (also Spanish), Irene Merida 
Marceau and Charlotte Margaret 
Randall.
German
Luana M. Warren.
History
I. Wayne Eveland, Jean Eliza­
beth Fritz, Henry W. Jorgensen, 
Katherine Louise Parkins, Ethel 
Mae Rundle, D o r o t h y  Florence 
Towe and Virginia Lou Walters.
Home Economics
Katherine Mary Backes, Dorotha 
Mae Buck, Inez Cleo Cope, Lois 
Marian Hendrickson, Kathleen D. 
Holmes, Helen Katherine Johnson.
Elva Mae Knutson, Doryce Lu­
cille Lockridge, Catherine Mae 
McKeel, Dorothy Lucille Markus, 
Lola Newhouse, Ruth Catherine 
Rice, Marion Mabel Ritter, Jean 
A u d r e y  Sandberg and Nola B. 
Stortz.
Journalism
Margaret Patricia Brennan, Jean 
Ellen Convery, K. Loraine Coy, 
Charles Henry Crouse, Edwin John 
Erlandson, John Arvid Forssen, 
Owen Grinde, Kenneth Arthur In­
gram, Beverly Louise Knowles.
W a y n e  Laine, Donald Robert 
Larson, Mary Elizabeth Leichner, 
Jane Nichols Leonard, Harold G. 
Letcher, Doris McCullough, Nick 
Michael. Mariana, Elinor Dee Nof- 
singer and John Willard.
Latin
Della V. Carr and Beatrice Wil- 
lene Jones.
Law
Vincent Finual Bergquist, Alex­
ander Blewett, Jr., J a m e s  B. 
Castles, David J. Clarke, William 
James Costello, Cregg Edward 
Coughlin, Orin Rider Cure, Har­
old R. Drange, John O’Neill Dur­
ban, Seldon Sherbourne Frisbee, 
Frank A. Halloran, Neil D. Heily, 
Mary Margaret Holmes, Frank F.
Many homes will be the happier this Christmas for 
gifts of photographs that have come from our studio. 
Ace Woods adds his sincere best wishes for the holiday 
season. May next year’s photographs be as filled with 
genuine smiles as were 1937’s.
A C E  W O O D S
Jestrab, Alfred Karsted, Jerome 
Milton Kohn, Lewis Francis Roter­
ing, Jay Merritt Kurtz.
Gus B. Lange, Oliver Malvin 
Lein, Maurice J. MacCormick, Eu­
gene Francis McCann, Joseph Mc­
Dowell, Eugene H. Mahoney, 
James E. Meagher, Dorothy Jeanne 
Mueller (also economics and soci­
ology), Thomas E. Mulroney, Don­
ald A. Nash, John Philip Rowe, J. 
Meredith Watts, Charles L e w i s  
Whittinghill, Walter Herbert Wil­
liams and Wilbur Hoadley Wood.
Library Economy
V e r a  Grazier, Mary Virginia 
Lucy, Clara Mae Lynch, Alice 
Mary McCullough, Virginia San­
ders, Nadine Elizabeth Whitford 
(also economics and sociology).
Mathematics
Beatrice J a n e t  Cox, Jere W. 
Donohue' (also physics), John 
Francis Hill and Richard Lyndon 
Pope (also physics).
Medical Technology
Jacqueline Shepard.
Music
Karen Alberta Grande, Jean 
Romundstad and Elizabeth Don­
aldson Schultz.
Pre-Medical Science
Thomas Sillers Hartwig, Lloyd 
Carl Hayes, Fred A l e x a n d e r  
Honeychurch, Marcus Vernon Ni­
chols, Gerald Hamilton Ragsdale, 
Hervey J. Sannan, John Christian 
Seidensticker, Joseph Lawrence 
Yuhas.
Pharmacy
Samuel James Adams, Eunice 
Mae Anderson, Joseph G. Braley, 
Tony A. Gasperino, Robert Hall, 
Hilmer N. 0 . Hansen, Patrick 
James Holden, Kenneth R. Hurt, 
M a r i e  Corrine Lasby, Evan E. 
Lytle, Isaac Merkowitz, Joyce Mc­
Kinley Roberts and Donald K. 
Vaupel.
Physical Education
Mary J. Bosseler, Jane Bowman, 
Mary Anne Christiansen, Robert 
X. Higham, Wayne Lindgren, Wil- 
jo  Lindgren, June Lillian Paulson, 
June Helen Sorge and Altha Bar­
bara Lucille Stuckey.
Physics
Woodburn Allen Brown, Jere W. 
Donohue (also mathematics), Rich­
ard Lyndon Pope (also mathe­
matics), Leland Marshall Yates 
(also chemistry).
Psychology
James Aiken Reynolds, Peggy 
Jane Ross and Bernard Floyd Sja- 
holm.
Spanish
Lois Howe Anderson, Lela H off- 
stot (also French), MontanaINim- 
bar, Mary Elizabeth MacDonald, 
Jean Printz, Gladys Kathryn Staf- 
fanson and Martha Wesin.
Zoology
Ronald Dickman (also botany), 
Donald R. Holmquist and Theo­
dore John Walker.
Theta Chi s Lose 
Fast Tank Meet
(Continued from Page Three)
is over, either Mavericks, Phi 
Delts, Phi Sigs or Theta Chi will 
capture the aquatic crown, these 
teams all being in the first divi­
sion;
Mavericks-Theta Chi
40-yard free style —  Hileman, 
Maverick; Ryfell, Theta Chi; Flint, 
Maverick. Time, 22 seconds.
80-yard back stroke —  Sawhill, 
Maverick; Hardy, Theta Chi; 
O’Hare, Maverick. Time, 59.4 sec­
onds.
80-yard free style —  Blumfield, 
I Maverick; Jacoby, Maverick; Ry­
fell, Theta Chi. Time, 60.6 sec­
onds.
80-yard breast stroke— Sawhill, 
Maverick; Olson, Maverick; Bes- 
ancon, Theta Chi. Time, 65 sec­
onds.
Relay —  Mavericks, Hileman, 
Sawhill, Flint, Blumfield. Time, 1 
minute 31 seconds.
Phi Delt-Sigma Chi
Results of. the Phi Delt-Sigma 
Chi duel:
40-yard free style —  Peterson, 
Phi Delt; Forsythe, Sigma Chi; 
| Mueller, Phi Delt. Time, 22.6 sec­
onds.
80-yard back stroke —  Regan, 
Phi Delt; Harrison, Sigma Chi; 
Sullivan, Sigma Chi. Time, '66 
seconds.
80-yard free style —  Peterson, 
Phi Delt; Hite, Sigma Chi; Miller, 
Sigma Chi. Time, 58.8 seconds.
80-yard breast stroke—Peterson, 
Phi Delt; Woods, Phi Delt; Wine,
Notices
Due to the scheduled conflicts 
spring quarter, a number of stu­
dents have requested that Spanish 
117 be taught during winter quar­
ter. A  request will be made to 
authorities to give the class at 8 
o’clock, if a class o f 10 students so 
desire it. Those interested please 
see Mr. Thomas as soon as pos­
sible.
Students will be admitted to the 
Montana-Idaho basketball games, 
January 3 and 4, upon presentation 
o f their autumn quarter activity 
cards, Carl Chambers, ASMSU 
business manager, announced.
All students who worked at the 
North Dakota game and who have 
not called for their checks at the 
Student Union office are requested 
to do so immediately.
Legal Honorary 
Initiates Pledges
Phi Delta Phi, national legal 
fraternity, initiated five new mem­
bers Saturday night.
They are Albert Anderson, Hel­
ena; Dave Clarke, Helena; Wil­
liam Youlden, Butte; Merrill Graf­
ton, Billings, and Gus Lange, 
Havre. These initiates bring the 
total membership of the active 
local chapter to 18.
Sigma Chi. Time, 1 minute 15 sec­
onds.
Relay—Forfeited by Sigma Chi.
L
^ I P
FOR YOUR NEW BUILDING
Say it with Flowers 
On Christmas
H EIN R ICH ’S  Flower Shop
SORORITIES WILL CLOSE
FOR CHRISTMAS PERIOD
All sorority houses will dose at I 
6 o’clock Thursday night, Decern-1 
ber 16, for Christmas vacation un-1 
less spedal arrangements are 
made at the office o f the dean of 
women.
Acting Dean Mary Elrod Fer­
guson also announces that out-of- 
town women who will be here 
after 6 o’clock Thursday, Decem­
ber 16, should report to her office.
10c Dress Sale
Buy One at
$ / i 84
10c M ore Buys Another 
of Same Quality
300 regular $4.84 - $7.95 
dresses bought from can­
celled orders.
Swing Skirts, Tunics, zipper trim— a style to 
suit your taste.
COME IN AND SEE THEM 
FRIDAY OR SATURDAY
At
McCRACKEN’S
This poor old grad, in his freshman daze, 
Adopted studious thoughts and ways,
H e crammed his Turret Top w ith  fa c t, 
But never learned how one should act.
I CMMUiUllt’s simple arithmetic that the more cars 
General Motors sells the greater this organiza­
tion grows. And the solid fact back o f  that 
growth is this: General Motors cars must con­
tinually offer more in terms o f  extra value 
to win those sales. It is only because General 
Motors is great that it can maintain the re­
search and improvement program responsible 
for such modern betterments as the Turret 
Top, the Unisteel Body, No Draft Ventilation, 
Knee-Action and advanced Hydraulic Brakes.
G e n e r a l  M o t o r s
m e a n s  G o o d  M e a s u r e
CHEVROLET • PONTIAC’ • OLDSMOBILE • BUICK • LASALLE • CADILLAC
TRACK!
our Ski Shop is ready
—are you,
Be properly “ Foot Attired”  
when you ski this year. See our 
stock of authentically styled 
professional ski boots. Water­
proofed uppers—specially rein­
forced shank— solid composition 
heel—double welt stitched. All 
of these features combine to 
make a fine ski boot at a mod­
erate price.
— $5.50, $6.50, $7.50
Men’s navy blue all-wool 
Ski Pants o f water repellent 
material with elastic top and 
bottoms. $5.00 to $7.50.
All-wool turtle-neck S k i  
Sweaters. Heavy rib and 
basket weave. $7.50.
Cotton turtle neck, $1.00.
Ski Jackets in English and 
Austrian models of Glacier 
and Airplane cloth. Short 
style, $5.85 to $10.00.
Long Glacier Jackets with 
detachable hoods, fur trim­
med, $8.50 to $10.00.
Clear the way—The Ski season is on! That 
urgent cry. of “Track!”  is becoming familiar 
to Montana mountain sides. Skiing is the new 
American craze! And Ski clothes and equip­
ment are the new “craze” .at The MERCAN­
TILE in the College Shop, Men’s Clothing, 
Women’s Ready-to-Wear, the Budget Shop and 
the Hardware Department. Come here for all 
Ski equipment, suits, ensembles — 
everything any man or woman 
wants for outdoor sports — the 
right clothes for the beginners 
or the most accomplished 
skiers.
SK IS
Hickory
Ridge-Top
7% ft. - 
7 ft.
. . $12.50 
.... $12.00
6Vfe ft. ... ....$11.50
Flat-Top
8 ft. ____$8.00
7 Vi ft...... ...... $7.50)3
7 ft. .._
6% ft. _ ......$6.50 1
Maple
8 ft. „ $6.50
7 Ms ft. ‘ ...,$6.00
7 ft. ......$5.50
• 6% ft. .... . $5.00
Pine
7 ft. ......$4.00
fi ft. $3.00
5 f t . ____ .. $2.00
4 ft.......... .....$1.50
SKI POLES
48" and 54" Cane Poles with 
rattan ring, per pair, $2.50. 
48" and 54" Texoid covered 
shaft with rubber ring and 
leather grip, per pair, $4.00. 
Children’s, 4-ft. hardwood 
pole, per pair, $1.30.
Downhill Spring
Holds ski against foot in 
downhill running, allowing 
easier control of skis, per 
pair, $1.75.
Glacier Mittens of water- 
repellent Glacier cloth with 
leather palm and thumb in 
sand, navy and .natural col­
ors. $2.00.
Fancy imported Ski Mitts— 
“ Tyrol,”  “Austria,”  “Nor­
way,”  “ Fair Isle,”  “ Skol” 
and many others. $1.65 to 
$3.00.
Hudson Bay belted Jackets 
with attached “Parka” in 
scarlet and tan colors, $21.00. 
Heavy all-wool Sport Back 
belted Mackinaws in scarlet 
and black, $11.85.
Heavy plaid, all-wool sport 
Mackinaws, $10.50.
Heavy all-wool K  o s s a k 
Jackets, talon fastener, sport 
back and fancy plaid colors, 
$4.50.
Knitted all-wool Ski Caps in 
many new color combina­
tions and styles, 75c and up.
SKI B INDINGS
S t r a n d  Touring Binding, 
pair, $3.00.
Strand No. A  Adjustable 
Binding, pair, $2.75. 
Strand Professional Binding, 
pair, $4.00.
No. 190 Downhill Binding, 
pair, $5.00.
No. 193 Dable Binding, pair, 
$6.95.
Accessories
Ski Carriers for top of car. 
Holds five pairs o f skis and 
poles. Set, $5.00.
Mohair Climbers, pair, $3.75. 
Jerns Climbers, pair, $1.50. 
Extra Heel Springs, pair, $2.00.
Cover Plates, pair, 40c.
Wax set in convenient pouph 
carrying three waxes, bell 
fastener, $1.00.
G.B. Ground Wax, 35c.
G.B. Klister Wax, 30c.
G.B. Dry Snow Wax, 30c. 
Silver Streak Wax, 30c. 
Ankle Wraps, pair, $1.00.
Ski Goggles, 30c.
Floor Plates, pair, 50c.
Ski Boot Sole Protectors, set, 
50c.’
Bandeis— warm knitted ski 
cap in smart shades, blue, 
red, green and many other 
colors. $1.00.
“ Royal Mountie”  Laskin- 
.lamb, warm, lined Gloves. 
The newest, warmest, smart­
est in gloves, $3.50.
Fancy plaid wool Mufflers. 
Many bright and new colors, 
$1.00 to $3.50.
Fancy Ski Sox and Gaiters 
in plain and fancy colors, all 
wool, 50c to $5.00.
Ski Gaiters, $3.50.
“Angora” fleece-lined S k i  
Sox, white and .grey, $1.00.
How to Keep Chi 
in a Snow Bank
A trip through our Ladie 
R ea d y -to -W ea r  Depar 
ment will reveal the si 
cret o f how to be smart 
(and comfortably) attire 
even if your ski ri< 
should be in a snow ban 
You will find the be 
looking ski suits imagii 
ai?k *n. Pla*n color ar 
plain with plaid combini 
tions, smartly tailored 
every detail— you’ll loc 
your very best in a Me 
cantile ski suit—they ai 
comfortable a n d  war 
too.
PRICED AT
*13.50 to *I6.5<
For the gals who wish ■ 
work out their own idei 
m ski costumes . . . thei 
is a complete line o f set 
arate jackets and si 
pants. Assemble your ow 
« o m  the well know 
Pendleton and Chinneu 
Falls Ski Garments! The 
come in a grand variel 
o f colors and plaids.
JACKETS ARE
*8.75 to *9.75
PANTS
*4*95 and *6.9;
The MERCANTILE»»
«  «  MISSOULA’S OLDEST, LARGEST AND BEST STORE
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School’s Blue Streak Linotype 
Is Achievement in Industry
From tents to a $180,000 build- 
in*; from 1901 and 1905 Linotypes 
J? a modem Blue Streak—that’s 
!?e story  o f Montana’s School of 
Journalism. Both the building and 
e Blue Streak Linotype are 
milestones o f achievement repre­
senting years o f steady progress.
In the same year that Montana’s 
School o f Journalism was found- 
ed’ the Mergenthaler Linotype 
company placed its first Model 14 
on the market. This was the first 
machine equipped with an auxil- j 
lary matrix magazine to meet 
more varied requirements for a d - ! 
vertising, display and job com­
position calling for frequent 
change o f face and body type. The 
auxiliary magazine was operated 
by a separate punch keyboard.
Today in the shop o f the new 
journalism building, the modem 
Model 14 Blue Streak Linotype is 
tangible evidence o f the school’s 
* growth. The Blue Streak is one 
o f the finest composing machines 
available —  faster, more efficient, 
more responsive to the operator. 
Three main matrix magazines and 
three auxiliary magazines are in­
stantly available without a sep­
arate keyboard.
Like the story o f the journalism 
school, the story o f mechanical 
typesetting has its disappoint­
ments and hardships.
In the Chinese province o f Kan­
su was found the oldest known 
printed book, dated May 11, 868. 
Wang Chieh printed the book with 
blocks. Another Chinese, Pi Shang, 
printed from movable types in 
1041. But the Chinese language 
had so many characters that Pi 
Shang’s idea soon died. Printing 
was too much trouble.
Gutenberg Inventor 
To Johann Gutenberg goes the 
honor for the invention o f print­
ing. In 1454 he printed from type 
cast in a mold, the first great 
event in the history o f printing.
For more than four hundred 
years following Gutenberg’s con-
For warmth, comfort and 
style, wear
S N O W
S H O E S
White, Smoked Elk, Brown
$ 3 9 5
and
$ 4 9 5
Q C G
S H O E  C O
tribution all type had to be set 
slowly and laboriously by hand. 
There were more types and great­
er varieties of type faces, but the 
method o f setting was the same. 
Individual pieces o f type had to 
be picked out of boxes, set in lines, 
made up in a form, used on the 
press, unlocked from the chase 
and distributed to boxes again.
This method continued until 
after the Civil war, in spite of the 
expenditure of millions o f dollars 
in Europe and America. A  group 
o f stenographers, patent attorneys 
and small capitalists resolved to 
find some short cut. Through 20 
years o f failure they clung to their j 
idea.
Not until Ottmar Mergenthaler, 
a Baltimore watch-maker, dem­
onstrated his first practical ma­
chine early in the morning o f July 
3, 1886, in the composing room of 
the New York Tribune, did the 
dream become a commercial re­
ality. This 1886 model was the 
first one christened Linotype—the 
second greatest event in the his­
tory o f printing.
First Milestone
Mergenthaler’s first machine, 
constructed in 1883, ranks as the 
first milestone in Linotype history, 
but the rotary printing or ident- 
ing machine was commercially im­
practical. The invention of the 
“ Bar -  Indenting Machine,”  the 
Mergenthaler o f 1884, represented 
important progress—the first real­
ly effective approach to a machine 
o f correct principle. Financially 
and commercially, it was another 
failure.
The “ Band Machine”  o f 1885 
was the mother o f the modern 
Linotype. It produced good re­
sults and its speed was superior 
to hand composition, but again it 
proved to be only another experi­
mental construction. The “ Blower 
Machine*”  the Mergenthaler of 
1886, was the machine accepted by 
the newspaper industry as com­
mercially practical.
Just previous to this, news­
paper men began to interest them­
selves in the invention. The in­
ventive work had actually been 
carried to success by stenogra­
phers, patent attorneys and cap­
italists. It became evident that 
the machine was beyond the needs 
of stenographic firms. Obviously 
it belonged to newspaper offices 
and commercial printing shops.
Approximately thirty “Blower 
Machines”  were installed by the 
New York Tribune; the Louisville 
Courier-Journal and the Chicago 
News each received 20 and lesser 
numbers were put in use by the 
Washington Post and the Provi­
dence Journal. By using the early 
Linotype in the composing rooms 
o f the Tribune during 1889, the 
savings amounted to $80,000.
Royalties Assured 
A  contract made in 1890 as­
sured Mergenthaler royalties on 
every Linotype sold. This royalty 
continued to his heirs, effectually 
disposing o f the charge that after
New Styles—
For the Holiday 
Season
We can give the wave best 
suited to your personality and 
hair.
University Beauty Shop
1221 S. Higgins Phone 6300
C ongratulations...
To the Students of 
Montana State University
K
You have one of the finest, most modem buildings 
in the state of Montana. It is our sincere hope that 
you may u se  it to the best advantage during your 
college life. u
id l e  h o u r
b o w l i n g  a l l e y s
b i l l  MORRISON, ex-,32
Scenes Depicting Modernity of New Building
—Kaimln Staff Photos
Upper left: Sound-designed auditorium on third floor which 
has a seating capacity o f 360. This room is used for lecture classes 
by many departments in the university.
Center left: Miehle cylinder flat-bed press used in the printing 
of the Montana Kaimin. It has a capacity o f 2,000 two-page 
papers per hour.
Lower left: School of Journalism library, which contains be­
sides texts such reference material as current international, na­
tional and state newspapers and periodicals, and bound volumes 
o f state newspapers. It has a seating capacity of 60.
Upper right: In the foreground, the new Mergenthaler Model 
14 Blue Streak Linotype; in the background, the Model 5 Linotype 
which has been in dally use since the inception of the School of 
Journalism Press in October, 1930.
Lower right: North end of the news room of the Montana 
Kaimln. Special tables for reporters and editorial writers and 
copy-readers were designed for this room.
inventing the Linotype Mergen­
thaler was cast out and left un­
rewarded. The story that he died 
penniless in an asylum is without 
foundation. Mergenthaler and his 
heirs have received approximate­
ly $1,500,000 in royalties alone.
Mergenthaler invented the first 
practical composing machine and 
the Linotype has held this leader­
ship ever since. In the United 
States today there are 1,949 daily 
and 12,000 weekly or semi-weekly 
newspapers—most o f these papers 
are set on Linotypes.
Virtually every leading news­
paper and printing firm in the 
world operates Linotypes. Ameri­
can built, they are in daily use in 
86 different countries, from Alaska 
to Zanzibar. The Linotype speaks 
half a hundred languages, from 
Albanian to Welsh. Sixteen bat­
tleships o f the United States navy 
are Linotype-equipped.
Along with the traditions trans­
ported from the “Shack” to the 
new building is the 1905 Linotype, 
now in operation alongside the 
modem Blue Streak.
MONTANA SCHOOL FIRST
The School o f Journalism at 
Montana State University was the 
first to establish the course, 
“Newspaper Library Methods.”  It 
is now a regular course in such 
schools as Illinois and Minnesota.
NEWSPAPERS HIGHEST
Recent reports show that the 
total advertising carried in nation­
al magazines for the year 1935 
amounted to $119,000,000; outdoor 
advertising, $29,000,000, and news­
paper advertising, $167,000,000.
Sigma Delta Chi 
Is Started Early 
By Dean Stone
Sigma Delta Chi, first profes­
sional fraternity on the Montana 
campus, traces its beginnings back 
to the tent and bicycle shack days 
o f the Montana School o f Jour­
nalism.
When Dean Arthur L. Stone left 
the security o f the Missoulian of­
fice to have his first journalism 
class in a tent on the plot of 
ground in front o f the present 
women’s gymnasium in the fall of 
1914, he had as his assistant, Carl 
H. Getz, national vice-president of 
Sigma Delta Chi.
Getz came to Montana with the 
enthusiasm that, coupled with the 
untiring efforts of Dean Stone, was 
to make Montana chapter o f Sig­
ma Delta Chi the organization of 
prominence both locally and na­
tionally that it has always been.
Founded November 11, 1914, 
after having existed sub-rosa since 
September 23, the Press club was 
destined to become Sigma Delta 
Chi as it exists on the campus to­
day. During the fall of 1915 the 
national organization granted the 
Montana journalists a charter,
which led to an elaborate instal- the Pickett-Joumal, Red Lodge; 
lation December 5,1915. Dudley D. Richards, Sears-Roe-
Charter members o f Montana buck & Company, Chicago, IUi- 
chapter of Sigma Delta Chi a r t  nois; O. S. Warden, editor and 
William G. Breitenstein, president publisher of the Tribune, Great 
o f Southern Speedways, Atlanta, Falls; LeClaire E. Flint, editor 
Georgia; Aubrey A. Clapp, sales and publisher o f the Enterprise, 
manager, Marshall Wells company, Livingston; French T. Ferguson, 
Billings; H. Ayers Hill, deceased; managing editor, the Daily Mis- 
Emmet F. Riordan, the Morning soulian; Warren B. Davis, editor 
Sun, Long Beach, California; Percy and publisher, the Daily Missou- 
N. Stone, New York A m erican , ban; Edwin Leipheimer, editor,
Kaimin Begins 
In June, 1898,
As Magazine
Nearly forty years ago, a group 
o f students and faculty members 
of the university met to discuss 
the feasibility of publishing a uni­
versity paper. Out o f this gather­
ing, the “ Kaimin” was born, mak­
ing its first appearance in June, 
1898, as a monthly magazine.
According to Charles Pixley, 
’99, editor, its purposes were “ to 
foster true and lasting college 
spirit and afford an inducement 
to literary effort.”  This first Kai- 
main contained essays, short 
stories, poems, briefs and editorials 
contributed by students and in­
structors.
In 1904, the Kaimin appeared in 
a revised form. It was smaller in 
size but contained more and bet­
ter material. Attractive covers, 
feature departments, pictures and 
cartoons added novelty. W. O. 
Dickinson and John J. Lucy, Mis- 
| soula merchants, were on that 
year’s staff.
From 1905 until 1909 the Kaimin 
remained a literary publication, 
each year seeing its features im- 
I proved. During that time, Ralph 
Harmon, copyreader on the S t 
Paul Daily News; Charles P. Cot­
ter, deputy investment commis­
sioner o f Montana; James H. Bon­
ner, oil producer, Los Angeles; 
May Murphy, teacher in junior 
college, Glendale, California; Flor­
ence Thieme, now Mrs. Ray Ham­
ilton, Missoula; Winifred Feigh- 
ner, university librarian; J. B. 
Speer, registrar and business man­
ager of the state university; Ed 
Wenger, Anaconda, and Massey S. 
McCullough, Missoula, h e l p e d  
make the Kaimin a success.
Becomes Newspaper
The Weekly Kaimin was initia­
ted in the fall o f 1909, being or­
ganized and financed by the board 
o f directors o f a press club, formed 
for the express purpose o f editing 
a weekly news sheet to replace 
the monthly magazine. The first 
weekly was a five-column paper.
For the next two years, staff 
members included Mrs. George P. 
Stone (Mildred Ingalls), Edwin J. 
Stanley, Walter Conroy, a n d  
George Armitage.
In 1912, the publication of the 
Kaimin was taken over by the 
ASUM in place o f Press club. Carl 
C. Dickey, New York Times, was 
its editor. Offices o f the Kaimin 
were in the basement o f the libra­
the Montana Standard, Butte; A l­
bert A. Applegate, head of the de-
New York City, and Clarence K.
Streit, foreign correspondent, New 
York Times, Geneva, Switzerland. I partment o f journalism, Michigan 
From the beginning, Sigma State cobege, East Lansing, Michi- 
Delta Chi members have been *an, and Walter E. Christenson 
prominent in sports and other uni- editor, the World-Herald, Omaha, 
versity activities. Sigma Delta Chi Nebraska.
members and staff members of the 
Kaimin and Sentinel have for 
years been almost synonymous.
Sigma Delta Chi, with Theta 
Sigma Phi, sponsors Press club 
and handles publicity for Montana 
State university in weekly papers 
of the state.
Dean Stone, “P r o f ’ Housman 
and “Sarge”  Hardy o f the journal­
ism faculty are of the associate 
membership, which includes such 
men as Charles Draper, editor of
Merry Christmas 
Students
CITY CLEANERS
Permit U s . .
To Wish You Success in Your 
New Journalism Building
The R oxy  Theater
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
Borg Jewelry and 
Optical Co.
Eyes Tested —  Glasses Fitted
Dr. E. L. Williams
Chiropractor 
Foot Ailments
Masonic Temple —  Phone 3735
Dr. W. H. Pardis
Chiropractor
Equipped with X -ray and 
Neurocalometer
HAMMOND ARCADE
Dr. A. G. Whaley
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted 
106 E. Broadway —  Phone 4104
Dr. Florence Spon
Chiropractor
Palmer System — Phone 3562 
Neurocalometer Service
Dr. A. E. Ostroot
Optometrist
Comfortable and Efficient 
Vision
205-207 MONTANA BLDG.
The Montana chapter boasts that 
over 80 per cent o f its 181 mem­
bers are actively engaged in jour­
nalism today in 24 states and two 
foreign countries.
This year’s undergraduate chap­
ter, with 11 members, has as its 
advisor Andrew C. Cogswell of 
the faculty, an alumni member.
ry building. After being taken 
over by the associated students* 
organization, the paper was fin­
anced by money from the univer­
sity fees. That year a special 
freshman edition, Christmas num­
ber and literary supplement were 
published.
Students enrolled in the first 
courses in journalism offered in 
the university published the Kai­
min of 1913-14. LaRue Smith, at­
torney, Great Falls, and Kathryn 
Sutherlin, instructor of music at 
the University of Illinois, edited 
this year’s issue.
School Takes It Over
With the establishment o f the 
journalism school in 1914 the en­
tire publication o f the Kaimin was 
taken over by that school. With 
definite training in journalistic 
work, workers on the paper im­
proved it  in both' style and con­
tent.
The following year the Kaimin 
b e g a n  semi-weekly publication 
and from then up to the present 
date it has remained such.
In 1923, make-up was re­
arranged and a six-column Kaimin 
w a s  published. Improvements 
were constantly being made in 
headlines, style, feature, editorial 
and news material printed.
In 1924 the publication in­
creased its size to seven columns 
and in 1928 the Kaimin first ap­
peared as an eight-column paper.
At the beginning o f the 1929-30 
school year, the School of Jour­
nalism Press was established and 
o f necessity the Kaimin was again 
published as a seven-column pub­
lication. In March o f 1936, me­
chanical changes on the Linotype 
and the press made possible the 
second eight-column Kaimin. It 
has remained that size up to the 
present.
WHERE SMART 
HATS PREVAIL
$1.98
None Higher
Dotty Dunn Hat Shop
I 130 N. HIGGINS
Across from Penney’s
Congratulations. . .
To a fine addition on the 
Montana Campus
The new Journalism Building helps to make 
Montana’s campus ideal.
M issoula Laundry
Students...
We congratulate the Students and the Fac­
ulty on the new Journalism Building, one of 
the most modern and up-to-date in the nation. 
We are proud of the part we had in its con­
struction —  the entire electrical installation, 
including lighting equipment.
W e s t e r n  M o n t a n a  
El e c t r ic  Co .
Page Six
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Climax of Dream 
W ill Be Monday
(Continued from Page One)
The investigation of all the legal 
points involved in construction of 
the building began under the di­
rection of Dean C. W. Leaphart of 
the law shcool, now on leave. This 
was necessary in an effort to meet 
all the criticisms concerning the 
construction raised in Washington. 
Criticisms were sent to the uni­
versity by Brennan, who was in 
Washington.
Pope Represents 
Walter Pope, professor in the 
law school, was chosen by the uni­
versity executive board and the 
State Board of Education to rep­
resent the university in the filing 
of a test suit before the Montana 
Supreme court. At this time it 
was announced that the Public 
Works legal division would ap­
prove an application for a loan to 
construct the buildings and final 
approval awaited the test suit out­
come to determine the univer­
sity’s authority to negotiate a loan 
with the government.
J. C. Garlington, university 
counsel, acted as attorney for the 
plaintiff, F. W. Wilson, who was 
then a law school senior.
When Brennan returned to Mis­
soula March 5, he reported that 
the bond resolution had been ap­
proved by the officials and that the 
test case was the only obstacle in 
the way. Exhibits which had to 
be presented with the petitions 
were added to the briefs which 
were then filed in the state su­
preme court. The case was to be 
heard March 24.
Unanimous Decision
By a unanimous decision the 
state supreme court declared the 
action of the legislature which 
provided for the construction of 
a journalism building on the cam­
pus constitutional, thus clearing 
the last obstacle preventing the 
allotment of federal funds.
The application asked for $180,- 
000, $81,000 dn outright federal 
grant and $99,000 as a PWA loan, 
which must be repaid in retiring 
bonds of $1,000 each, first retire­
ment April 1, 1937, and the last 
April 1, 1961.
With all legal questions settled, 
the project was recommended to 
the senate as one o f those for 
which money should be apro- 
priated.
On July 28,1936, a wire was re­
ceived stating that the project had 
been approved and on August 30, 
R. C. Hugenin and N. B. DeKay, 
architects, were told to proceed 
with their work. Advertisements 
for the first construction bids were 
September 18 fo f  the foundation.
First Sod Turned
Dean A. L. Stone turned the
MORE than 17 exclusive 
improvements, including 
Touch Control, Shift Free­
dom , Automatic Paper 
Lock, distinguish the New 
Easy-Writing Royal as the 
finest, most modern, type­
writer money can buy. 
Invite a demonstration, 
s s a Compare the Work!
Congratulations, Journalists
Part of the modern equipment in the new Journalism 
Building was installed by the
Typewriter Supply Company
- “ CHUCK”  GAUGHAN, ’32 
314 North Higgins Avenue Phone 2323
first sod at the ground-breaking 
ceremonies held September 30, 
and progress was begun on the 
“dream.” ^
Dr. Housman’s second trip ir\ 
connection with new building 
plans was to Oregon and other 
western schools. The Oregon uni­
versity press set-up was inspected 
in detail.
Fred Dudley, Great Falls, con­
tracted for the foundation work, 
which had to be started before the 
first of November. Cost of the ex­
cavation and foundation work was 
$8,750.
When bids on the general con­
struction were received they were 
found to be in excess o f the fed­
eral allotment so they were re­
jected. It was then necessary to 
revise the plans so that the money 
would cover ajl the expenses. 
After this was done, bids were 
again opened and John E. High­
tower, Missoula contractor,, sub­
mitted the low bid for the con­
struction. His bid was $119,675.
The electric contract was let to 
the Western Montana Electric 
company, and the heating and 
plumbing contracts to the Mis­
soula Hardware and Plumbing 
company and A. D. Belenger, 
Seattle.
Construction
Actual construction work began 
in March, 1937, and continued un­
til December. Classes moved into 
the new building in October.
Dr. Housman’s trip, east again, 
gave Montanans a final check on 
the new school’s comparison with 
other modem plants. The new 
University o f Missouri annex was 
being completed.
Lester Hightower, brother o f the 
general contractor, was the super­
intendent. The grandfather .of 
Leonard Burnett, brick contractor, 
worked on Main hall when it was 
built.
Henry Partoll, who laid the cor­
nerstone, also laid the cornerstone 
o f Main hall in 1897, and the 
bricklayer who placed the last 
brick on the northeast corner has 
worked on seven other university 
buildings.
In Native Surroundings
—Kaimin Staff Photo.
In his office, which has been decorated to acknowledge both his love 
of the newspaper and Montana, Dean Stone recalls fond memories of 
a journalism school in its infancy. Thus is the climax of a dream, 
which in Its strength will spur university journalists onward to a more 
wholesome understanding of achievement.
Evolutionary
FORSSEN IS MANAGER
OF NEW DRUM CORPS
Anne Forssen, Missoula, was 
elected / manager o f the newly 
organized university women’s 
drum corps when members voted 
on officers Thursday.
Congratulations 
Journalists
on the most modem and per­
fectly equipped building on the 
campus, a fine new unit for the 
University.
Western Montana 
Building and Loan
Association 
( Broadway at Higgins 
Î!ffinnIlffilUilllIlllllllllllllmDnuIlffinlnuInllUImuffiunilffî ffinJ),
Progress
That thing which keeps the world going. . .
MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY 
PROGRESS
is personified in 
the New Journalism Building
1
Keep up your good work in the future 
and ride the highroad to success. All of 
Montana is with you and is willing to 
help build an even bigger and better 
Montana State University.
i
Congratulations from  the
INTERSTATE LUMBER CO.
Alumni Recalled 
By Dean Stone
(Continued from Paze One)
Howard Hazelbaker, ’36, Flathead 
Courier; Bob Ailing, ’27, Fairview 
News; Alathea Castle Andrews, 
’28, Virginia City Madisonian; 
William G. Kelly, ’30, Flathead 
Monitor, Kalispell, and Harold 
Sylten, ’29, the Columbus News.
Women Journalists
When the dean was asked what 
the women had done, he men­
tioned Alice Hankinson Maxwell, 
'23, whose latest short story ap­
peared in the Woman’s Home 
Companion and who several years 
ago won the coveted Pacific Ad­
vertising W r i t e r s ’ association 
trophy; Mary Farrell MacDonald, 
’20, who has reported for the Mis- 
soulian, the Billings Gazette and 
now is working on the woman’s 
page o\ the Great Falls Tribune; 
Mary Pardee Kelly, society editor 
for the Great Falls Leader, now 
living in Fairbanks, Alaska; Gret- 
chen Muckier, ad writer with a 
Spokane advertising agency.
Florence Seldon McPherson, ’24, 
reporter for Helena and Butte 
papers; Sylvia Finlay Kerrigan, 
’ 18, instructor in English at the 
University o f Washington; Caro­
lyn MiCann, ’21, who has been 
working on San Francisco papers; 
Anne Wilson, ’22, who began her 
newspaper work in Great Falls, 
wrote for the San F r a n c i s c o
How Is Your Coal Pile?
Missoula Coal 
& Transfer Co., Inc.
Wholesale and Retail 
Dealers In
C O A L
110 EAST BROADWAT 
Phones 3662 and 3630
FOREIGN PAPERS IN U. S. 
REACH PEAK DURING 1914
F o r e i g n  newspapers reached 
their peak in the United States in 
1914 when 160 dailies were being 
printed in foreign tongues, accord­
ing to Alfred M. Lee’s “Daily 
Newspapers in America.”  German 
papers led with 55, and Polish,
Chronicle, then was with the AP 
and is now secretary o f the San 
Francisco Community Chest, and 
A n n a b e l l e  Desmond, 27’ copy 
writer for the Outdoor Advertis­
ing company, New York.
These names are only a few of 
the older alumnae remembered 
while Dean Stone sat talking to 
several of the students who visited 
him in his new office.
Italian and French papers were 
second with 12 each.
Germans have led for years, 
having 95 papers in 1890, more 
than ten times their closest rival 
at that time. However, the French 
were first to establish a & 
paper, having one paper in 1810. 
The French remained the only 
ones in the field until 1856, when 
26 German papers were recorded.
Lee lists in his work the follow­
ing nationalities having American 
newspapers: Arabic, Bohemian,
Chinese, Croatian, Finnish, French, 
German, Greek, Hungarian, Ita­
lian, Japanese, Lithuanian, Polish, 
i Russian, Scandinavian, Slovak, 
Slovenian, Spanish and Yiddish. 
The total number o f papers in 
1933 was 94.
The NEW JOURNALISM BUILDING 
—with its equipment—preserves the 
news of Montana State University. . .
Paint
Preserves
the newness and at­
tractiveness of the in­
terior of the new  
building.
RAY PEW, Painter
Placed in the west entrance of the building this Sand-Blast window, 
which measures 11 feet high and 6 fftet wide and valued at approxi­
mately $200, depicts briefly the evolution of printing. It shows the 
use of the Washington hand press, printers using old and modern 
methods of typesetting, and a modern press as is used in the School 
of Journalism printing department. The window is set and anchored 
in metal.
Band Constructs 
Gymnasium Stand
Grizzly band members con­
structed a stand in the gymnasium 
Saturday to accommodate 20 of 
their members at basketball con­
tests.
The elevated stand, built in 
three tiers, is painted a silver 
color.
A  special band, picked by com- j 
petition among regular Grizzly 
band members, will play all kinds I 
of music and will furnish floor! 
shows between halves o f games. 
Different uniforms will be pro­
vided for them.
Instructor Plans 
Chicago Journey
Mrs. Wilson Will Leave Sunday 
For Teachers’ Convention
Mrs. Brenda F. Wilson, instruc­
tor in business administration, 
w ill leave Sunday, December 26, 
for Chicago to attend the annual 
convention o f the National Fed­
eration of Commercial Teachers, 
she announced today. The group 
will meet at the Sherman hotel, 
December 28, 29 and 30.
Mrs. Wilson attends the confer­
ences annually.
A  F R IE N D ...
—  of —
Montana State 
University
—  and —
The School o f 
Journalism
Wishes success on the completion of 
a fine new building that would he a 
credit to any institution of higher 
learning.
Congratulations 
Journalists. . .
If Tom Swearingen doesn’t skimp on the coal, 
we know you’ll he warm this winter. We installed 
the heating.
Lembke Heating & Engineering
Company
MONTANA BUILDING
Hugenin & DeKay
Architects and 
Engineers
Roscoe C. Hugenin
BUTTE
Norman B. DeKay
HELENA
E. L. Griffith
MISSOULA
